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In the call for manuscripts for this special issue of IJILT on equity in digital teaching and
learning, we wrote that we were looking for “critical scholarship that pushes back on
platitudes and widely accepted myths about educational technology to address the
complexities of reducing educational inequities.” The five articles presented in this special
issue contribute, as we had hoped, to exploring foundational challenges and emerging
possibilities of equity for all learners, particularly as these challenges and possibilities
intersect with technologies. Each piece contributes to the essential effort toward
understanding and enacting equity in a range of contexts, including K-12 classrooms,
open education, social media, coding, and educational technology as a field of study.
Typically, this editorial space in a special issue would give us an opportunity to identify
the specific contributions of the articles in the issue, to connect them for you thematically, to
share our thoughts on our fields’ efforts toward equity, and to identify possible next steps.
However, as we considered how to approach the editorial, we recognized that the
educational research publication process is, in and of itself, a barrier to equity. With that in
mind, we decided to use the guest editorial space to center voices and viewpoints that might
not be heard via the traditional peer-review process, but which are vital to conversations
about equity in educational technology. We reached out to a group of people engaged in
equity-oriented digital work whose perspectives are not often represented in academic
research journals to ask a series of questions related to equity in digital teaching and
learning. Sean Michael Morris, Director of the Digital Pedagogy Lab at the University of
Mary Washington and Dr Jade Davis, Director of Digital Project Management at Columbia
University Libraries responded to our call. Below, we share their responses, which we have
lightly edited for clarity and space.
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What do you think about the potential for digital technologies to support
more equitable and democratic teaching and learning?
Sean: While I don’t mean to derail this question – because questions of equity have always
been vital, if generally overlooked, in digital learning and teaching – I do think we need to be
careful when assigning agency to technologies. Most digital technologies are designed to
center the technology, for better or worse, and to minimize or erase the human driver behind
the technology. In the work I do, technology is too often seen as either the problem or the
solution, without a consideration for the human mind or minds behind the design of that
technology, the politics of that technology, and the agency (or sublimation of the agency) of
the end user. Technology is an interface, a handshake, between human beings on one end
and human beings on the other.
Ugh, I’m totally that guy right now, and I’m sorry for it. To more bluntly answer your
question: I have rarely, if ever, seen educational technologies – or non-educational
technologies used for education – that were both designed for the public good and with
equity in mind, and that are impervious to the biases and either blatant or latent cultural
strategies humans bring to their interactions with one another. In some cases – as with
Twitter, Facebook, and other social media, but also with platforms like Canvas, Blackboard,
D2L, and tools like Hero for K12 and Turnitin – technology gives us the opportunity to
witness exactly the ways that humans bring their biases to bear in new environments.
Technologies like Hero and Turnitin arise out of a desire to surveil and control student
behavior, for example, and are obviously not interested in issues of equity. But we also need

to look at how communities form in social media spaces, and how those communities police
their borders – who is included, who is not included, and who decides? Similarly, learning
management systems like Canvas, Blackboard, and D2L, while on the surface designed to
create a democratic space for learning, enact or enable certain kinds of identity erasure, on
some level for all students, and for some students – students of color, disabled students,
trans students – more significantly.
The potential for equity in digital spaces, to put a finer point on it, cannot come from
technology, but must come from the same human effort we exert toward equity in any space
where we meet one another […]. Digital technologies can either foster or obfuscate our
ability or willingness to listen. How attentive are we, for example, to the diversity of those
we follow on Twitter? How do we position ourselves to listen for all voices – especially to
hear the long-marginalized voices of our non-European and non-white colleagues?
There are important questions about how we listen, how we learn to listen, how we
position ourselves to listen, especially within digital platforms. Is the discussion forum in an
LMS a place where we listen? How do we listen on social media, especially when those
platforms are designed for people who like to broadcast themselves (making it hard to hear
quieter voices, and also unintuitive to not contribute ourselves, but rather listen)? What
choices do we make with technology in order to not listen? In many cases, equity means
subverting the intended purpose of a digital technology, hacking it for equity, or refusing to
use it – especially in educational contexts – if it cannot be subverted or hacked.
Jade: I have a hard time with technologies being seen as a potential driver of equity
because they are embedded in inequality and often create new unintended divides even
within the learning space itself. I had an experience where I was working within an
institution that primarily served immigrant, first generation students that connected
primarily through mobile devices. Bandwidth was at a premium. The digital tools and
technology they were given were subpar at best and often time consuming. They required
time outside of class to master and even then it was just not good. When I would speak with
people I would point out that the students were already on the margins, and these
experiences created new divides because they did not meet the students where they were.
The most common response I would get to this is “anything is better than nothing.” When I
think through this from a digital literacy perspective this is not true though. When students
use digital technologies that leave footprints or students create something that is publicly
visible but not professional looking it will be held against students who are already
marginalized differently. Equity only comes if we give students on the margins the tools to
understand their digital lives and help them make and engage in the best experience
possible. If that experience is something that might be held against them, even if that is not
the intent in creating it, we have to let go of that digital thing and come up with something
else. Someone from a prestigious institution with access to the best of so many things that
come with being at certain types of institutions can afford to have blips in their data and
digital footprints that are questionable because they have other means of showing they are
worthy. All of this is to say, technologies are embedded in a culture that is stratified. Rather
than creating equity technologies are often designed to reaffirm this stratification. This
becomes amplified when technologies are embedded in learning spaces where students do
not have equal access.
As researchers and practitioners, how might we better explore, account for,
and counter inequities in digital teaching and learning?
Jade: I am a strong believer in the less is more approach for countering inequities. If you take
time to do a small thing well it is more impactful than doing a lot. When we attempt to do too
much students who already have advantages or more knowledge in the tool will soar while
those who are having to learn it as they go might not get to the same place. I am a big fan of
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having students work in groups and learn from each other in digital learning as well.
This way those students who can soar can help their peers get to where they are. It changes
the dynamic of the learning spaces in so many ways because students become accountable
to each other. I also like to shy away from the shiny new things. Part of bringing in digital
teaching and learning has to be pointed towards helping students understand all the
implications of the tools they are using. When we do a lot that is a lot to cover.
Sean: Best practices abound. In research, we must include diverse voices – including
more representation from the voices of women, people of color, indigenous voices, disabled
voices, LGBTQ voices – even to the point of asking whether we are asking the right
questions. Where do the assumptions behind our research come from? How are our
assumptions privileged? How is our perspective privileged? And, related, we must ask
consent and permission of diverse voices to include their words and perspectives in our
research. I am a white, gay, cis male, but my social location as gay doesn’t give me
permission to use for my own purposes the words of a woman of color, for example.
As practitioners (an interesting term, worth its own unpacking), I want to say we need to
be mindful of centering ourselves too much, centering our perspectives, our biases – which
often come cloaked as our expertise – and of thinking of others as the object of learning
rather than the the subject.
But I think first and foremost, we must reflect on, understand, and face our own biases
first. Even the idea of exploring inequity feels too objective to me. Inequity exists in just
about every situation where anyone other than two white, cis, straight (arguably Christian)
men are interacting. Those inequities may not be easily detected; but it’s as important to
understand those inequities as it is to understand that we are talking about human beings
and not categories of privilege and social location. What I mean to say is that inequity is not
an academic concern only, but a human one. Recognizing that hypotheses are far less
valuable than dialogue is an important first step.
What voices do you think are underrepresented in the field, and what can we
do about it?
Sean: Underrepresented voices are legion. I would say any voices besides those of white, cis,
straight male academics are underrepresented in the field. So: women, people of color, indigenous
people, disabled folks, trans folks, queer folks, and any of those who walk the borders between
these groups. In academia, status is also a factor in representation, with graduate and
undergraduate students, adjunct and contingent faculty, staff who have expertise but no
incentive to do research, those not holding a PhD, all often occupy an unacknowledged margin.
“What can we do about it?” is a problematic question in a number of ways. Just as one
cannot grant another’s agency, one cannot give another voice. And “including” can be as
dangerous as “excluding.” When those of us in control, in power, at the center invite in voices
from the margins, what do we hope to hear? Likenesses of ourselves? If we teach to reproduce
ourselves, or the academy or the idea of the “academic”, how have we created an equitable
situation? What sort of respectability politics are we implicitly or explicitly enforcing?
In other words, we have to try to think beyond the “what can we do about it” and create
instead spaces – which look more like gaps for filling than stages for sharing – that
underrepresented voices can take over. Let those underrepresented create their representation.
Also: make friends. Make friends beyond your circles. Invite, but equally, or more,
ask to be invited.
What kind of research do we need?
Jade: Student voices are underrepresented in the field, and we need research that is driven
by students. We need to have students in this conversation. We need to have students
involved in how we understand the impacts and meaning of digital work.

Sean: Our research should begin to move from quantitative and objective to qualitative and
subjective, even to the point of ethnographic. But in this we must be wary of being too much
the observer of others and not the participant with them. Ruth Behar, a Cuban-American
anthropologist, wrote a book called The Vulnerable Observer: Anthropology that Breaks Your
Heart. In that book, she argues for a kind of scholarly and academic writing that doesn’t
present as purely objective, but that rather considers the subjectivity of the author, her
intersectionality, her biases, her fears, her desires, all that brought her to her subject.
Equity is only accomplished through vulnerability, and a willingness on the part of the
privileged person to admit their own shortcomings, listen, and let others tell their stories.
Academic research to date has not equipped its authors with vulnerability, with uncertainty,
with – frankly – humility. But if we are privileged (and if we’re asking these questions, we
are), we can only support equity through humble action. When we ask what kind of research
we need to to do to root out inequity in education, digital learning, and educational
technology, we need to be prepared to reflect on what we consider “research” to be. Because
even our assumptions about research are grounded in assumptions about process and
evidence that are culturally specific, and specific to the privilege we have as academics.
Conclusion
As we read Jade and Sean’s thoughts, we were struck by the ways they both push back on
the idea that technology can be a driver, or a solution, for addressing inequity; they remind
us that technologies are not neutral, but rather embedded within, and reproductive of,
systems of oppression. And yet they suggest small moves and ways of making space for
human and humanizing interactions that support and sustain equity. We offer this special
issue as a small move that adds to the ongoing efforts to foreground equity and critically
interrogate equitable digital teaching and learning.
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Abstract
Purpose – Connected learning is a framework of learning principles that centers on fostering educational
equity through leveraging social technologies and networking practices to connect students with
opportunities, people and resources in communities within and beyond their classroom walls (Ito et al., 2013).
The framework has been adopted and developed in K-12 education by teachers in professional development
networks and introduced to some teacher education programs through these networks. Practitioners
of connected learning frequently refer to the need for “courage” to develop and introduce connected
learning-based practices in their classrooms. The paper aims to discuss these issues.
Design/methodology/approach – In this study, the authors investigate “courage” through a sociocultural
lens in the case studies of six educators in a teacher education course on connected learning. The study
examines the social contexts and activities that fostered acts of courage during their 14-week course.
Findings – The authors found that personal reflection on freedom and equity, two ethical concepts raised
by the connected learning framework, seeded acts of courage. The acts of courage appeared as small acts
that built upon themselves toward a larger goal that related to the participants’ ethical ideals. Three types
of social activity contexts helped to nurture these acts: seeking models of possibility, mediated reinvention
and “wobbling.”
Research limitations/implications – This study helps to uncover some of the questions that connected
learning scholars and practitioners have about why courage is so central, and how to cultivate courageous
acts of pedagogical change.
Practical implications – The theoretical framework used in this study, courage from a sociocultural
perspective, may serve to help scholars and teacher educators to shape their research and program designs.
Social implications – This study offers insights into patterns of networked teacher-led educational change
and the social contexts that support school-level impacts of out-of-school professional networking.
Originality/value – Using a sociocultural conception of courage to investigate connected learning in teacher
education, this study demonstrates how equity and freedom, central values in the connected learning
framework, serve as key concepts driving teachers’ risk-taking, innovation and change.
Keywords Teacher education, Educational innovation, Educational equity, Connected learning,
Sociocultural perspective
Paper type Research paper

Introduction and overview
We don’t realize we are risk-takers until we have the opportunity to take risks.
How do we learn to embrace risk?
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Teachers need to embrace risk to learn.
Educators need to let go of control.
The power in talking about fear and failure is that it is a way to challenge and transform the
constraints of educational systems.

It takes time and bravery to unlearn the normative culture of schooling.
We learn to fall, but fall forward. (Connected learning teacher panelists video montage, July 2017)

The opening quotes are from a panel discussion of five K-12 teachers speaking about how
they used connected learning (Ito et al., 2013) principles to design their classrooms and
coursework (Amenra et al., 2017). The teachers had completed a graduate program in
connected learning two years prior, and, since that time, had worked with their colleagues
and other connected learning practitioners to develop teaching approaches that
worked for their particular contexts. At the panel, the teachers talked about being
courageous by learning to embrace risk and working to change the culture of their
schools. The need for courage is a common refrain in discussions about connected
learning with teacher educators as well (CLinTE Gathering, 2017). In this paper, we
investigated the phenomenon of courage in connected learning through case studies of six
educators who were in a course in the same connected learning program as the alumni
quoted above. We used a sociocultural perspective in our analysis in order to look
particularly at the social contexts and activities that fostered acts of courage. Our analysis
and findings led us to consider broader implications for current teacher-led educational
change movements.
Connected learning was introduced in 2013 as a framework of learning principles that
combines longstanding progressive, social-constructivist ideas with digital-era participatory
conceptualizations of learning that focus on social capital, networking and public engagement
(Ito et al., 2013). It has been developed and adapted for the K-12 classroom primarily by
practitioners through professional networks outside of their school communities (the most
prominent network being the National Writing Project (NWP)) (Baker-Doyle, 2017). Therefore,
a unique feature of connected learning in teacher education is that the primary source of its
pedagogical models comes from K-12 teachers, and these models are created and accessed
through engagement in the social networks and virtual gathering spaces of connected learning
practitioners. This practitioner-driven approach represents a grassroots shift from more
traditional top-down approaches to educational change and school reform, in alignment with
other networked practitioner-led pedagogical change movements, such as Maker Education
(Chang et al., 2015), EduColor/HipHopEd (Emdin, 2017; Oyler, 2017), Green Schools (Spake,
2008; Whitehead, 2010) and Social Justice Unionism (Baker-Doyle, 2017; Peterson, 2014;
Rottmann et al., 2015). Therefore, in studying courage in connected learning, we also gain
some insight into how such teacher-led movements translate into teacher education and the
classroom.
Our study uses a sociocultural conceptualization (Lasky, 2005; Wertsch et al., 1993) of
courage as a lens to analyze the ways in which one teacher education course in connected
learning supported teachers to bring new practices into their classrooms. As a
sociocultural conceptualization, we focus primarily on acts of courage and social contexts
or activities that enable courageous acts rather than measuring courage as an internal
trait. This is because we are conscious of the tendency of media and literature to focus on
the teacher as “superhero” (or its opposite), and we want to intentionally shift from a focus
on the individual to a focus on social contexts, language and tools that enable risk-taking
and transgressive teaching.
We conducted case studies of six educators through a 14-week graduate school course,
as they explored and developed their own ideas about connected learning with members of a
network of practitioners of connected learning, and then attempted to implement some
practices in their schools. As a part of the course, study participants became embedded in
the online communities of connected learning practitioners, which helped them to develop
their own ideas and practices outside of school. Since there is some safety in a community of
like-minded thinkers (McPherson et al., 2001), we were interested in particularly
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understanding courage from the standpoint of courage to bring “outsider” ideas into their
schools. Our key research question, then, was:
RQ1. In the process of bringing connected learning into the classroom, what do acts of
courage look like, and what social contexts or activities support acts of teacher courage?
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Our research revealed that “courageous acts” were seeded by participants’ identification of
and continuous reflection on ethical dilemmas that related to freedom and equity, which are
both central aspects of the connected learning framework. The courageous acts were often
small acts (sometimes ideological rather than visible) that built upon themselves. Furthermore,
we identified three social activity contexts that fostered these acts. The first, we call “models of
possibility.” Participants’ access to the network of connected learning participants was broad,
but the social ties were relatively weak. Therefore, they generally sought examples of
practices from practitioners that had similar interests or situations as themselves and
used these examples to legitimize their attempts in their classroom. The second, we call
“mediated reinvention,” in which participants played and invented with newly introduced
technologies, and, through this play, found themselves re-inventing their ideas of themselves
and relationships with their students. Mediated reinvention served two purposes: it exposed
participants to new tools and helped them begin to articulate their own pedagogical rationales
for the use of the tools or practices in their classroom. Finally, the third factor we identified was
“wobbling,” a concept that comes from Garcia and O’Donnell-Allen’s (2015) text, Pose, Wobble,
Flow: A Culturally Proactive Approach to Literacy Instruction. Participants took up this concept
to give themselves emotional comfort, and to push themselves to try new practices in their
classrooms. These findings offer practitioners and researchers insights on the social contexts
that foster courageous acts and teacher-led educational change in their school communities.
Review of literature
Connected learning: a brief history in teacher education
The six principles of connected learning are divided into two categories, learning principles
and design principles (Ito et al., 2013). The learning principles are that learning should be
interest-powered, peer-supported and academically oriented. The design principles are that
learning experiences should be production oriented, openly networked, and have a shared
purpose. These principles were identified by a team of researchers that studied out-of-school
youth learning in the 21st century. Initially designed as a framework for understanding how
to engage youth in relevant and equitable learning opportunities, the framework was taken
up by practitioners in the NWP teacher network to explore ways to incorporate it into
their own practice (Baker-Doyle, 2017). The NWP created online spaces such as Digital Is
(now The Current) and Educator Innovator, as places where teachers could publically share
stories of their work related to connected learning and writing instruction, and a yearly
teacher-led MOOC (known as the CLMOOC) for practitioners. Twitter, YouTube, Blogs,
Wikis and other social media platforms served as tools to further connect practitioners that
use the connected learning principles and build informal professional networks as well as
share resources (Smith et al., 2016).
Through this range of networking activity, the CLMOOC has emerged as a centerpiece of
connection for teachers that use connected learning principles to design their teaching practice
(CLMOOC, 2018). The CLMOOC, also designed on connected learning principles, was
conceived to flip the traditional MOOC hierarchy on its head and take a “ground up” approach
to leadership and participation. Whereas most MOOCs are designed and led by an individual,
the CLMOOC was designed and led by a collective of NWP teachers. Furthermore, the
CLMOOC did not give specific assignments to grade, but rather offered open-ended design
challenges called “makes,” and invited participates to iterate on others’ ideas toward building
a shared collection of resources and work. In its first two years, the CLMOOC was funded by

NWP, but after grant funding ended, the CLMOOC continued to be held each summer, led
by an army of volunteers who wanted to keep the conversations going. During the school
year, teachers also take to social media to connect with others via the CLMOOC hashtag and
private online communities, sharing ideas, resources and reflections.
During the rise of the CLMOOC, a core group of about 20 teacher educators, many
connected to the NWP through their universities, also began to curate practitioners’ work, and
study the use of the framework in classrooms (see Garcia et al., 2014, for example). Several of
these teacher educators began to design coursework in their programs that taught connected
learning principles and/or were designed based on connected learning. By 2017, a formal
network of practitioners that studied and taught the framework (the Connected Learning in
Teacher Education, or CLinTE, network), was established (Porath, 2017). Members of this
community began to raise important questions about how to translate the principles of
connected learning, which were based on youth out-of-school learning, into teacher education
and traditional K-12 spaces. At the 2017 CLinTE summer gathering, attendees acknowledged
a problem of “fit” with traditional schools; connected learning called for student-centered
learning, openly networked learning experiences, and inquiry practices, all of which are
challenging to accomplish in schools that are oriented and organized around high-stakes test
outcomes (CLinTE Gathering, 2017; Porath, 2017). So, connected learning, a framework that
made a journey from scholarly research on youth learning, to K-12 practitioners, to teacher
education, faces its greatest hurdle moving from teacher education to K-12 schools.
Teacher-led educational change in the networked era
The development of connected learning teaching practices is somewhat different that
traditional pedagogical models. Typically, pedagogical models are developed through
research and scholarship, and then published in curriculum materials or text books. The role
that practitioners have played in developing, refining, and modeling connected learning
teaching practices through professional networks is certainly a different approach.
However, it may be representative of the future of educational change in both K-12 and
higher education. Therefore, the questions raised in this study may have broader
applicability to other teacher-led educational change movements.
Research on educational change has evolved alongside the ways in which society has
perceived teachers’ influence and role in schools. Before the 1990s, most research on school
reform and educational change focused on school leadership and bureaucratic structures,
ignoring the role of teachers altogether, mainly because teachers were positioned as scripted
curriculum delivery agents (Bidwell, 2001; Camburn et al., 2003; Rowan, 1990). Since the
mid-1990s, several waves of school reform have encouraged the professionalization of
teaching, and attempted to re-position teachers as curriculum designers, able to diagnose
and be responsive to the needs of their students (Andrews and Crowther, 2002; Boyd, 2000;
Darling-Hammond, 1993; Pounder, 2006; Spillane, 1999). Accordingly, educational change
researchers began to examine how teachers made pedagogical decisions in schools.
However, in the mid 2000s, bolstered by connected technologies and social media, a new
phenomenon began to emerge: an expansion of teacher-led professional development
networks, both online and face-to-face, outside of schools (Carpenter and Linton, 2016;
Lieberman and Pointer-Mace, 2009; Pointer-Mace, 2009; Trust, 2013). Through these
networks, teachers have been afforded the space and opportunity to work with peers to
develop new ideas about teaching and innovate in their practice. In some cases, teachers
have become leading forces in new instructional concepts and pedagogies. Take, for
example, the concept of “Genius Hour,” (also known as “20 Percent Time”) in which a
teacher allots a percentage of their week for students to work on a project or inquiry of their
own choice. This concept grew from teachers’ professional networking through blogs,
wikis, face-to-face meetings at teacher-led “unconferences,” twitter chats, and other
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networking spaces, and is now a well-recognized practice across schools in the USA (BakerDoyle, 2017; Grinberg, 2014).
Recent research on the work of these kinds of professional networks has showed
that they can play a key role in supporting self-driven teacher learning (Baker-Doyle, 2017;
Carpenter and Linton, 2016; Trust, 2013). Yet, since these networks are often spread out
across large geographic areas, and they tend to grow organically, led by the most active
members, and driven by interest, researchers have had difficulty measuring the school-level
impact of teacher-led out-of-school professional development. Furthermore, even less
research exists on how these models have translated into teacher education programs, and
back into schools. What we do know, more generally, is that school leadership and culture
drive not only the adoption of change, but also the emotional wellness of teachers (Atteberry
and Bryk, 2010; Coburn, 2001; Daly et al., 2010; Kelchtermans and Ballet, 2002;
Kelchtermans, 2005; Zembylas, 2005). Studies of teacher-led change in resistant school
cultures often highlight the role of collective organizing in their own school. So, if teachers
are isolated in their schools, yet have support to develop and design practices outside of
school, to what extent are they able to introduce these new practices in their workplace?
And, what role does “courage” play in this change? By taking sociocultural perspective in
this study, we seek to uncover the social contexts and dynamics in both spheres (outside and
inside the school), and how they shape teachers’ experiences and actions.
Theoretical framework: toward a sociocultural conceptualization of courage
The definition of courage has been under debate since the beginning of history. In Plato’s
Laches, a discourse on courage, Socrates, Laches and Nikias argue about the definition of
courage. Through a wandering dialogue, the three become confounded about how to define it,
as they dig deeper and deeper into its meaning. Ultimately, they decide that they cannot define
it. In contextualizing the piece, philosophy scholar Darrell Dobbs (1986) suggested that Plato
sought to argue that courage was essentially about the search for wisdom. Paradoxically, the
notion of courage has long been a concept in which philosophers from Thomas Aquinas to
Spinoza to Nietzsche have sought to define and understand. Tillich (2000) has suggested that
we can generally categorize the majority of these conceptualizations as either an ethical
concept or ontological concept. As an ethical concept, courage is understood as an act; as an
ontological concept, courage is universal internal trait which serves to self-affirm one’s being.
Rollo May (1994), taking an ontological view of courage, suggested that courage is the key
to all other virtues, stating: “without courage, other values wither away into mere facsimiles of
virtue. In human beings, courage is necessary to making being and becoming possible” (p. 13).
Likewise, Parker Palmer (1998/2017), who writes about teacher courage, shares this
ontological perspective. In his book, The Courage to Teach, he argued that teachers develop
courage (as an internal trait) through a combination of three areas of development: emotional,
intellectual and spiritual. Emotional development is how teachers develop feelings about
teaching and working with students. Intellectual development is content and pedagogical
knowledge. Spiritual development is answering the inner longings we have to connect with
one another and the world. Palmer believes that each of these areas must be cultivated, and
that cultivating one in neglect of another inhibits courage. He focused on the teacher as a
human being, in search of identity and integrity. Much of his work centers on fostering
reflection and personal connection around the themes of development and the search for self.
Other educational scholars that have written about courage use a mix of ethical and
ontological conceptualizations, focusing on teacher actions and internal development.
Sonia Nieto (2006) studied a group of teachers that persisted in their profession despite
challenges such as facing moral “regimes” in their schools that conflict with their own.
She shared the stories of courageous acts, like questioning pedagogical approaches that do
not support child development. Yet she has also described courage as a trait that

transformative teachers have, which is cultivated through self-reflection, learning about
students and developing allies (Nieto, 2012). In a similar way, bell hooks (1994) wrote about
the concept of teaching to transgress as an act that requires an internal orientation toward
social justice, yet requires acts of continuous, critical self-realization.
In this study, we use an ethical conceptualization of courage, which focuses on
actions. We draw from and build upon sociocultural conceptions of agency, in which
agency is viewed not as a trait held within a person, but as a social constellation of power
(Baker-Doyle and Gustavson, 2015; Lasky, 2005; Riveros et al., 2012; Wertsch et al., 1993).
Agency can therefore be seen in the social practices or discursive tools that enable actors to
have decision-making power (i.e. agentive tools) (Lasky, 2005). As a sociocultural concept,
then, courage is not seen as an internal trait, but a social act in which the individual takes an
ethical stance while in a vulnerable position. In other words, from a social-cultural
perspective, a person “acts courageously,” rather than “has courage.” Also, just as scholars
that study agency from a sociocultural perspective do not measure agency by surveying
teacher’s beliefs about themselves, but rather by identifying “agentive tools,” we identify the
social contexts, activities and tools that enable individuals to engage in courageous acts. For
example, if a teacher were to teach a lesson that used connected learning principles, despite
facing resistance from their school or community, we would look at the social contexts and
activities in which they engaged that fostered or triggered this decision.
Our decision to use a sociocultural perspective comes in part from our awareness of the
ways in which media frequently focus on individual teachers as representatives of a larger
narrative that highlights teachers in a negative light. That is, the “hero/coward” teacher
narrative dichotomy diminishes the real social contexts that shape how and why teachers
take on certain stances and practices. For example, a “courageous act” in one school may be
simply to give children 15 minutes of extra time to play, whereas in another, it may be to
reinvent a curriculum. Therefore, instead of comparing the worth of acts, or the level of
“courage” in an individual, we look instead at the social contexts and activities that fostered
them to break a norm or take a risk in order to stay true to their own pedagogical beliefs and
ethical stance.
Furthermore, while we know that there is a wide range of literature on the ethical nature
of teaching (Beyer, 1997; Goodlad, 1992; Hansen, 1998; Sears, 2004; Tom, 1980), teacher
educators still struggle to develop a language around teaching, ethics and courage,
which has led to what Sanger (2012) has called a “schizophrenia” of ethical teaching.
This schizophrenia is caused the separation of teaching as a technical skill and as a moral
endeavor. Sanger and others ( Joseph and Efron, 1993; Kelchtermans, 1996; Lyons, 1990),
argue that is important to develop a clear language in teacher education around the moral
nature of teaching in order to help pre-service and in-service teachers be able to recognize
ethical dilemmas and develop processes and tools to wrestle with these dilemmas.
Therefore, using a sociocultural lens on culture helps us to identify the kinds of contexts and
activities that support this “ethical wrestling” and acts of courage.
Context and methods
This paper focuses on the Year Two cohort of a three-year study on connected learning in
teacher education (see Baker-Doyle et al., 2018 for a study on the Year 1 cohort). The study
focuses on student experiences in one course that is a part of a graduate certificate program
for connected learning. The course is also an optional elective for teaching certification and
masters’ degree programs in education. Therefore, students in the program are very diverse
in experience and placement. The majority of students are practicing teachers that are
seeking an add-on degree or certificate. A smaller number of students are either new to
teaching K-12 or work in educational contexts outside of K-12, such as afterschool programs
or higher education. The overall demographics of the course are primarily white and female,
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yet this course tends to have more males than other education courses. The university
that offers this program is located on the border of a major city in the Northeast USA.
Therefore, a majority of students in the teacher education program do student teaching in
the city (or are teaching in the city), yet about a third of students teach or do field work in the
inner-ring suburbs.
The format of the course is online, and it is run through a Wordpress website that is
accessible to the public. All students are required to keep blogs for the course, and their
posts are fed through RSS into the main course website, so that the public can see their
posts. The course was designed based on connected learning principles and sought to teach
students about connected learning and to examine issues of equity and access regarding
technology and education. The course design was influenced in large part by the CLMOOC.
As such, the course had “make-cycles,” in which students are invited to make or design
something in response to a prompt, share it with others and reflect together about their
work. Practitioners involved in the CLMOOC community and broader connected learning
community were frequently invited to connect with students via video chat, blog response,
or shared activities, such as collective web annotation.
The Year Two cohort included six educators who opted in to participate in the study
upon invitation. We sought a variety of experiences, so we did not limit participation to K-12
teachers, but we did seek individuals that were currently working at educational
institutions. Below are brief profiles of each participant (note, we have used pseudonyms to
protect their identity):
(1) Tim: a White, middle-aged secondary math education student teacher. His background
was in engineering and retail and is relatively new to the field of education.
(2) Annie: a White, middle-aged, 5th grade general education teacher in a suburban
school.
(3) Claire: a White, native French speaker, and French language teacher in a city school.
(4) Elizabeth: a White, mid-career middle-school Spanish teacher in a suburban school.
(5) Deon: a Black experienced teacher and social worker. At the time of the study, he
worked as student support staff at a higher education institution.
(6) Simon: a White male, experienced social-studies teacher also with experience
teaching higher education.
We conducted case studies of the six participants and analyzed across the cases for major
themes related to acts of courage and social activities/contexts that foster courageous acts.
We used two main approaches for data collection and analysis: online content analysis and
interviews. Our online content analysis data was drawn from participants’ blog entries and
multi-media productions. In all, we examined and coded a total of 78 posts and 4 multi-media
compositions (including videos, images and audio). We conducted interviews with the
participants about their backgrounds, key moments of learning in the course and the types
of relationships they developed in the course.
We used an iterative coding approach to analyze our data. We began by using what Hsieh
and Shannon (2005) term a “conventional approach” to examine online content, in which
researchers look for general themes related to their theoretical frameworks in the online data.
Likewise, we used a grounded theory approach (Strauss and Corbin, 1997) to analyze the
interviews. In both instances, we looked at the data sets for trends regarding risk-taking,
challenging norms and self-reflection on ethics. This initial analysis helped us to identify
acts of courage and teachers talk about taking risks. Next, we looked more closely at the
data to understand the social contexts and activities that teachers surrounding these acts.
This analysis revealed commonalties across the participants’ stories, and we were able to

identify a set of themes that highlighted the teachers’ stories of courageous acts and the social
contexts and activities that supported these acts.
We were not the teachers of this course, yet Baker-Doyle was involved in the design and
administration of the graduate program. As such, we took care to explain to participants
that our research was not evaluative of their participation in the program in any way.
Further, during our interative coding process, we coded interviews and online content
separately then met to critically examine and compare the themes we found to ensure
that Baker-Doyle’s position was not overly influential on the coding and ensure high
inter-rater reliability.
From seeds to sprouts: cultivating courageous acts through connected learning
It’s like I have all these ideas and I feel like I get them all down in writing, but then when it comes to
implementing, it’s scary. (Elizabeth, Interview March 2017)

In her interview, Elizabeth shared an ethical dilemma: how to put into action what she felt
was best for her students when she feared she would be treated as an outcast (or worse) at
her school. She amassed these ideas in writing, in conversation with colleagues, and in her
head, yet, a great barrier existed for her in actualizing them in her classroom. Over the
course of the 14-week semester, Elizabeth made efforts to break down this barrier in small,
careful moves. Similarly, all participants identified ethical dilemmas about their teaching in
their written reflections and interviews. We saw that each participant took risks to address
these dilemmas and challenge their own ways of thinking, as well as the systems and
contexts in which they worked. We came to recognize these dilemmas as seeds of courage.
Furthermore, we noticed that certain activities, tools, and social contexts fostered by the
connected learning course design and guiding principles acted as a type of nourishment to
those seeds, cultivating small acts of courage. Here, we describe the seeds and the
nourishment of courageous acts.
Seeds of courage: in pursuit of freedom and equity
We analyzed the interviews and online data for stories of courage. From a bird’s eye view of
the teachers’ narratives, we saw indications that teachers were taking risks and challenging
norms. Tim, Annie, Claire, Elizabeth and Deon all developed and used pedagogical practices
and curriculum that they designed outside of school in their classrooms, despite facing
resistance or lack of support in their schools. Yet, when we looked closer, these
developments did not happen in one moment, but rather, in a series of smaller moves, often
centering one of two tensions: freedom/control and equity/bureaucracy. These tensions
became the seeds of their courageous acts.
Elizabeth, Clare and Deon shared stories of challenging norms and taking risks that
centered on the tension between freedom/control: negotiating the freedom for learners to
explore and create with the institutionalized expectations to control curricula and students.
Each noted an external and internal struggle with this tension. For example, several weeks
into the course, Elizabeth decided that she wanted to create a more student-centered
classroom, in which students had some room for exploration, rather than being given
step-by-step instructions. Her own school experience was regimented, and she had trouble
letting go of that idea. She had trouble reconciling her growing beliefs about exploration,
with her experience as a learner, noting:
I don’t do well with freedom, therefore I’m kind of resisting it when giving it to my kids, but I know
I have students that can take something and totally manipulate it in a way that’s going to go well
for them, which I want because I want them to be second language learners, because I want them to
see what becoming bilingual can do for them. (Elizabeth, Interview, March 2017)
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Claire, on the other hand, faced more external pressures around a similar issue. She liked the
idea of “learning with” kids and professional inquiry, but was worried about how the stance
might make her vulnerable in a school that did not value teacher inquiry and experimentation:
If I say to the kids, I do something and I’m not giving you any directions and if an administrator
comes and observes me, that I’m going to get a bad observation report, you know? I just can’t
tell them, ‘well, I’m experiencing something new, you know?’ That would not go down well!
(Claire, Interview, March 2017)

Finally, Deon (Interview, 2017) wanted to “loosen up” and “hypothesize a bit,” rather than be
“militant” in the way he worked with students yet pointed to external and internal pressures
to be strict in his approach with students and school rules.
Annie, Tim and Simon wrestled with issues of equity and access, and needed to rethink
established bureaucratic systems and practices in order to address this tension. Annie
mentioned that the course made her think about the fact that several of her students did not
have computers at home, yet they were expected to do assignments on the computer.
She was not sure what power she had to change this situation. Yet, after some reflection on
this, she decided to manipulate the school schedule on her own to allow students to access
the computers during a morning advisory period, so that, in her words, “they’re not being
penalized for not doing their homework but they’re also not missing out on recess during the
regular school day” (Interview, March 2017). Tim was also concerned about students’ lack of
access to technology, and questioned his mentor teacher about how to provide calculators
for students that could not buy them (ultimately, frustrated with the lack of help he received
on this matter, he decided to purchase some calculators to give to the students). Simon was
also concerned about the replication of social inequalities in how technologies are used in
classrooms. He focused particularly on the disproportionate access to the internet by
People of Color. This led him to an interest the intersections of social media use and youth
activism and to network with scholars of youth organizing.
Contexts and activities that cultivate acts of courage
Models of possibility. Seeking models of possibility is the first of three social contexts/
activities we identified that helped to cultivate acts of courage. This activity related to
how participants used their professional networks for learning. At the core of connected
learning is connecting with others to learn. As such, participants were encouraged in
multiple ways to build connections and seek out people (directly or indirectly through
reading a blog or article) for professional knowledge and support. When participants
mentioned who connected they with in interviews or in their online posts, their comments
frequently included a phrase like “[…] and they inspired me to try it!” Initially, we
hypothesized that the connections they built through the course to other connected
learning practitioners created a kind of collective agency that empowered participants to
challenge school norms and practices. Yet, this was rarely the case. In reality, most of the
connections were weak social ties; individuals did not have strong personal relationships
with the participants. The common factor across participants’ stories was that the person
they connected with had a similar teaching context or discipline to their own and was able
to successfully implement a change in their own classroom. What participants found
through their networking were “models of possibility,” mirrors of their context, examples
of new approaches there.
Seeking models of possibility was a process; teachers looked actively for connections
with people that shared their circumstance or perspective. Elizabeth, who, as we mentioned
earlier, sought to give her students more freedom to be creative, and explore, struggled at
first to find models of possibility. She lamented that most people in her course were not

foreign language teachers, and she had difficulty finding inspiring models. In an interview,
she described her challenge to draw from other disciplines:
I’m reading so much about math and science and English, and I’m like, wow, they’re amazing, and
I’m trying to transform it into my classroom. I don’t want recipes, like, “this is how you do it,” I
would just kind of like to read about people’s experiences.

As the course progressed, she eventually found her muse: a teacher blogger at Edutopia.
On her own blog, she wrote:
The ideas here push me to provide an authentic language learning experience all while sharing
alternatives to address the insecurities and failures of the activities. I tend to teach in a traditional
setting and it’s time for change, it’s time to wobble!

Elizabeth began to hone in on particular aspects of her practice that she wanted to change to
address her core ethical dilemma. She “reinvented” a unit on water access and environmental
justice to focus on a local issue of food insecurity, thus designing a unit that spoke to
“authentic language learning,” and which incorporated principles of connected learning.
Annie also demonstrated a kind of “honing” of her network and needs. In her February
interview, she mentioned that she tended to “cast a wide net” when seeking people or
resources to support her professional practice. She saw this as a means to getting “unstuck,”
by seeing a wide variety of practices. When she began to wrestle with the question of access to
technology and equity, her search for models became more specific. Through the course, she
talked with recent graduate of the connected learning program who was also in her science
program and shared similar dilemmas to her own. This connected learning practitioner shared
ideas about manipulating school schedules to allow students to have access to computers
during school time. Annie credited this teacher with the inspiration to try it herself. Later, she
sought the same teacher for help in redesigning lessons. She described the instrumental nature
of the relationship to the transformations she made in her teaching in one of final blog posts:
I was so glad that I had my colleague (a part of my science cohort) to rely on and use as a resource.
As we discussed the issues I was having in class she reminded me of how to make the connections
between the Science and the Engineering more explicit […] and she helped me to think more
critically about what and how I was going about implementing this lesson. On my own I do not
think I would have been able to look as critically at my work as I was with my colleague and
therefore I don’t think I would have gotten as far through the wobbling stage as I did.

Tim and Simon also shared stories of seeking out kindred spirits that would provide
models for their inspiration. Tim looked for other beginning teachers, as was his peer group.
Simon sought a wide variety of people, fitting in that he has “taught every grade.”
Interestingly, for both, they eventually settled on the network of connected learning
practitioners closely tied to the course as the primary source of models of possibility. Simon
noted that the video chats became the most direct source of models for him. He felt that he
became more confident after hearing other teachers in the course share stories, stating in an
interview, “Once you get exposed to things, you feel more confident – trying to do it on your
own is more challenging.” He gave the example of one chat in which a graduate of the
program came to talk with the group and shared her experience “of being courageous and
showing students that you are a learner too” as a time that he felt he found good model.
Mediated reinvention. The second activity we identified was mediated reinvention.
This activity relates to production, play, and exploration of tools. In the connected learning
community of practice, Hanging Out, Messing Around and Geeking Out (HOMAGO)
(Ito et al., 2010), is a popular concept. HOMAGO gives learners the freedom to explore what
they love, play with ideas and obsess over the things they like to obsess over. A related
aspect of the connected learning framework is a dedication to production-based learning,
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supported through design thinking practices. HOMAGO and production-based
exploratory activities fostered “mediated reinvention,” in which participants “re-thought”
and “reinvented” their ideologies and practices through the creative use and exploration of
technologies. Wohlwend (2009) also speaks to this kind of ideological transformation in her
research on play, in which Disney princesses dolls served as mediational tools for girls who,
through their play with these objects, inscribed, re-made and developed their own identities
and personal narratives.
Deon described how these types of activities stretched his thinking in regard to his core
freedom/control dilemma. In the second week of the course, the assignment was simply to
“play,” and reflect on the characteristics of play. Initially, Deon was stunned at such an
assignment. It seemed too open-ended and he could not understand how it related
to connected learning. After the assignment, he realized that playing had helped him to
understand a key aspect of connected learning: that learning is a process of trial and error.
He described how he came to his so called “epiphany”:
We had an assignment to “play” and I’m like, “Really?” […] I didn’t get it. And then she wanted us
to reflect on how we play and what are the characteristics of ourselves when we’re in play. And so,
when I did that I think it kind of dawned on me, “Okay, this is a process.” I picked up certain
characteristics of myself playing and then, I don’t know, something connected, and it made sense to
me all of a sudden.

Another pivotal “aha” moment for Deon was the app design make cycle, when students were
asked to design a concept for an app that supports academic, civic and community
connections based on the student’s own market research (interviews of three people). In his
blog reflection on this assignment, he reported that the task seemed “daunting” to him
because he had been given such freedom to create. Yet, what helped him was to realize that
the project was his to control and create; that it could be as “practical or fantastical” as he
wanted it to be. This gave him some comfort and understanding about the relationship
between student centered learning and control. In other words, his fears about lack of
guidance were resolved when he realized that he (the learner), had creative license.
Furthermore, he found the student-centered method more “palatable and fun.” These
activities and reflections helped him to not only be more playful at work, but to re-imagine
himself as someone who could relate more easily the students that he works with.
Annie and Elizabeth shared similar “aha” moments as Deon in their interviews and
online blog posts. In a blog post, Annie told the story of playing a video game for the “play”
assignment, and getting scolding looks from her husband, who could not understand why
she would play it for a course. Yet after she played the game, she felt that it helped her
understand her students more and began to think about bringing play into her classroom.
Elizabeth, on the other hand, realized how much interests drive learning from the activity.
She shared this realization on her blog:
I feel like if, as educators, we rely on our own interests to help us create new experiences for
ourselves then we can certainly do this for our students. Reflecting on what we would have
changed in our own educational experience provides that “aha” moment and drives us to teach
what interests our students. Our interests, our students’ interests […] they hold power! And that
power engages them in their learning and their creation!

As noted previously, interest-powered learning and “authentic language learning” became a
major focus of Elizabeth’s new approach to teaching foreign language by the end of the course.
Wobbling. The third activity we identified was wobbling. Wobbling relates to taking
an inquiry stance. In 2015, Antero Garcia and Cindy O’Donnell, two connected learning
teacher-scholars, published Pose, Wobble Flow, a text which likened teaching to an
inquiry learning process: taking an inquiry stance (pose), working through the pose,

engaging in inquiry (wobble) and mastering a practice ( flow). These concepts relate closely
to connected learning principles and community of practice norms, and thus the book was
assigned early on to students in the course. In our analysis of the data, the concept of
“wobbling” became a constant theme as something that provided both a nudge and a sense
of comfort for teachers working through their ethical dilemmas.
For many of the participants, wobbling related to a core ethical imperative of meeting the
needs of their students through connecting. Tim “wobbled” by inquiring on a series of
questions relating to fostering social capital in and outside of his classroom, such as: how to
connect students’ interests outside of school to their school work, how to bring guests/
mentors into the classroom to connect with students, how to encourage students to help
each other, and how to make space in his classroom for student voice. In the same way,
Elizabeth saw this “wobbling” inquiry as a centerpiece of her connected practice, noting in a
blog post, “we must continue to invent what is best for our students and we do this by being
resourceful.” Annie noted that wobbling gave her a sense of comfort, that it is okay to have
uncertainties, and that she would learn through working with others. Simon, too, reveled in
the idea of wobbling and used the metaphor of a journey of connecting through people to
describe learning.
Others saw discomfort in wobbling yet recognized the value of the approach.
In an interview, Claire described a discussion on making sense of wobbling that she had
with the instructor:
In [Instructor’s] eyes, well I’m learning too. Like, the teacher is in the same position as the students,
so you’re learning about how they were going to respond to that kind of assignment. And so, it’s a
perspective that I had not thought about. And this is why I really like taking these courses in
general, because it kind of pushes you to think in different ways, to think outside the box basically,
and to be confronted with other arguments or other thoughts, you know?

As noted previously, Deon also felt discomfort with the openness of inquiry, yet he felt that
it helped him to connect better with students and be “at their level” (Interview, March 2017).
Tracing the small steps: one story of courage
Thus far, we have outlined the seeds of courageous acts (ethical dilemmas), and contexts
that supported the small steps participants took toward addressing these dilemmas through
acts of courage. Yet, these are parts of a bigger picture. We focus on Elizabeth’s story to
trace how these contexts supported her act of courage: challenging herself and her school
community to push against norms of isolationism and conformity in her school curriculum,
and create more authentic, relational, language learning experiences for her students,
despite questions and push-back from herself, colleagues and administrators.
Elizabeth’s seed began with the ethical dilemma of “freedom.” First, she noticed a tension
within herself – that she felt more engaged and excited as a learner when she had more choice
and space to explore, yet she also felt fearful and uncomfortable at the idea that she could have
some choice in the direction of her learning. Her experiences with play in the course initiated
new ideas and possibilities about what learning could look like, and how freedom, choice, and
relationships could be built through playful learning experiences. She sought examples of this
kind of pedagogy used by other teachers. She wanted stories of their experiences, not “how to”
guides. Although she initially struggled to find examples in her local community, she
discovered teacher bloggers that inspired her to re-think her curriculum.
She began to use the word “wobble” when she talked about doing experiments, and
trying new things. It became a kind professional learning tool for her, giving her permission
to take risks, despite questions and challenges from her school leadership. Eventually, this
led her to develop a unit that addressed the needs and issues of her community and students
( food insecurity), through authentic language study, and engage people that worked on
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these issues to connect with her students. This was an act of courage, not just pushing her
own boundaries of teaching and learning, but also the boundaries of traditional learning at
her school.
Discussion: contextualizing the findings within the ethos of connected learning
Much like John Dewey’s discourses on the democratic nature of education (Dewey, 1916;
Dewey and Barnes, 1929), at the heart of connected learning is an ethical stance about
freedom, equity, and participation. In looking closely at what “courageous acts,” look like in
connected learning, we uncovered the seeds of these acts – identifying and wrestling with
the ethical concepts raised by connected learning – and the activities that nurtured the small
moves toward larger acts of courage. We take time here to discuss how our findings relate to
the connected learning framework and the ethos of the connected learning community of
practice in order to contextualize the findings.
The seeds of courage emerged when participants looked closely at their practice,
pedagogy and personal ideals and saw conflicts between what they liked or wanted in
connected learning yet felt challenged to achieve in their practice. Each was unique, based
on the individual teachers’ own history of schooling, beliefs and contexts, yet they could be
categorized under two major themes: freedom and equity. Freedom as a value is central to
connected learning, and comes from two ideological influences: progressive education and
participatory (and/or digital) culture. In the realm of progressive education, freedom to
choose is essential for helping a learner to uncover and follow their learning pathway.
In participatory culture, the notion of freedom connects back to coding culture. As Gabriella
Coleman (2013) describes in her book, Coding Freedom, early coders saw code a form of
self-expression (i.e. speech), and therefore felt it should not be commodified. As such, this
belief is an integral aspect of participatory culture (derived in part by digital interactions),
which values making and sharing work openly and freely ( Jenkins, 2006a, b). The connected
learning principle of “openly-networked learning” most closely connects to this idea.
For participants, freedom was an internal and external struggle, and its’ counter for many
participants was safety. Participants valued “letting go,” and “exploration,” yet feared that
they would lose control of their sense of self, or their classroom, or their job.
Equity was the second ethical dilemma that participants wrestled with. Equity is not
listed explicitly as a “principle” of connected learning, yet it appears in literature on
connected learning as core rationale for the framework itself: to bring greater opportunity
and access to learners by leveraging connected technologies to connect beyond the local
(Ames and Burrell, 2017; Ito et al., 2013). Yet, equity in technology and social media has also
become a topic which incites self-reflection and critique within the connected learning
community. In the latest report on connected technologies by Justin Reich and Mimi Ito
(2017), the authors raise serious questions about not only the ability for connected
technologies to foster equity, but also how connected technologies might replicate social
inequities. Therefore, while the concept of equity is deeply embedded in the ethos of
connected learning, it also represents an ongoing question for all practitioners.
For participants in this study, the conversations about equity spurred them to think
about access to technology, and what role they could play in changing systems to create
greater access for their students. They were not as attuned to (or aware of ) the role of codes
and algorithms in shaping information access and social interactions.
Participants found opportunity to work through these dilemmas and take small
“courageous” steps in three types of social activities/contexts: seeking models of possibility,
mediated reinvention and wobbling. Each of these activities represents core pedagogical
concepts that are somewhat unique to connected learning. Models of possibility activities are
rooted in the connected learning idea that learning experiences should be designed in a way
that fosters networking and access to people beyond the classroom. Our previous research on

an earlier cohort of this program found that this format was new and difficult for many
students to understand until they were explicitly taught (Baker-Doyle et al., 2018). They had
expected the instructor to be the main source of information and feedback. Thus, for many
participants in this program, seeking models of practice through professional networks offers
a way of learning that they had not considered before, and thus, a new context for learning.
Mediated reinvention was also an activity that was pedagogically unique to connected
learning, and a new context of learning for the participants. In mediated reinvention,
learners are exploring their passions, playing, sharing with peers and using an iterative
design process to produce or reinvent something. Readers may note that these types of
activities seem representative of the constructivism, yet, it is closer to constructionism
(Papert, 1980). Constructionism, which came from Papert’s work teaching children how to
write code, focuses on the made object as a representation and tool of learning, rather than
inner cognition. Connected learning is heavily influenced from digital culture and learning,
and practitioners from draw from constructionism in designing learning experiences.
For example, in their study of CLMOOC, Smith et al. (2016) described an ethos of mixing and
re-mixing peers’ work in an effort to both learn and socialize. Therefore, the experience of
mediated reinvention for participants in this study offered a new context to explore new
tools and ideas about learning.
Wobbling, the third activity that cultivated courageous acts, was a concept developed by
a connected learning scholar (Antero Garcia) and a NWP teacher (Cindy O’Donnell-Allen)
(2015), based, in part on the intersection of longstanding ideas about inquiry and newer
ideas about making and hacking that come from digital and participatory culture. While
teacher inquiry, as a concept, has been taught in higher education for at least 20 years
(Cochran-Smith and Lytle, 1999), it is often taught as a formalized, step-by-step research
process (Morales, 2016). Wobbling, while truly inquiry in action is less formal, and like
computer programmers do in using “beta” models for app development, encourages
practitioners to taking small steps toward mastering an approach or technique. The
approach of using “small moves” to support change in pedagogy has also been highlighted
in previous research on connected learning in Teacher Education (Cantrill et al., 2016). This
would suggest that the “small acts” of courage that we observed in participants’ actions was
influenced in part by the “small moves” approach that is inherent in wobbling.
Connected learning practitioners and teacher educators talk about courage as something
that is a part of becoming a connected teacher/learner. We observed in this study that
connected learning was taught in ways that provide new types of experiences to learners
that encouraged them to explore their own ethical dilemmas in creative and social ways.
We also found that teachers began to make small changes to their practice, taking risks and
potentially facing repercussions from their schools, through these activities. This evidence
has helped us to uncover the ways in which connected learning, as a framework and ethos of
practice, can cultivate courageous acts and support educational change from the teacher
education classroom into the K12 classroom.
Conclusion: courage and networked teacher-led educational change
Our main question for this study was: in the process of bringing connected learning into the
classroom, what do acts of courage look like, and what social contexts or activities support
acts of teacher courage? Using a sociocultural definition of courage as an action, not an
internal trait, we sought examples of times when participants challenged norms and took risks
in an embrace of their own ethical ideal, in the face of challenge or resistance. We found that
the connected learning framework focused participants’ attention on two ethical issues central
to the framework, freedom and equity, which seeded their personal efforts to address these
issues through their practice. Three activities/contexts that were designed based on the
connected learning framework principles served to nurture these efforts. Participants took
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small, incremental acts of courage toward actualizing and addressing their ethical stances,
and, in doing so, introduced new practices and changes to their classroom and/or school.
This study helped to uncover a driving question for connected learning teacher
educators: why is courage so central to connected learning, and how do we cultivate it?
From this study, we see that the ethical dilemmas that teachers struggle with when
introduced to connected learning conflict directly with more traditional, industrial model of
schooling, which values conformity, control and individualism. Connected learning
represents a post-industrial idea of schooling, influenced in great part by ideals celebrated
by digital and participatory culture, such as democratic participation and collaborative
growth (although, post-2016 we are seeing that these ideals are certainly corruptible).
As such, to introduce connected learning into a traditional school culture, a teacher must not
only take real risks as a community member, but also challenge their own histories of
learning. Furthermore, the study highlighted practices that foster acts of courage which
derive from the connected learning framework and ethos.
In addition to offering insights for teacher educators and practitioners of connected
learning, the findings in this study provide us with a good example of network-era
educational change. The models and practices used by connected learning practitioners
were designed by, and exist within, teacher-led professional networks. The course drew
from these networks and connected students to practitioners. Also, the participants in the
study explored and developed their practice in outside-of-school networked communities,
including: their course, alumni of the certificate program, and the NWP . In this way,
the participant’s experiences in the course were similar to teachers that participate in
teacher-led professional development networks and networking outside of school. This
study offers a model, then, to examine teacher-led educational change from outside the
school to inside the classroom.
Finally, we write this paper aware of the caustic political environment of the Trump era,
especially for vulnerable populations such as immigrants, people of color and individuals
that identify as LGBTQ, and the role that connected technologies play, and have played in
creating this environment. We therefore conclude with some concerns that we think the
connected learning community must wrestle with in regard to the embrace of “courage.”
First, how do we protect those most vulnerable when we talk about taking risks and
engaging in acts of courage? How do we avoid “technochauvinism” (Broussard, 2018),
conflating courage with using technology? And, what other ethical dilemmas must
connected learning practitioners continue to wrestle with in this work?
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Purpose – The purpose of this paper is to explore the intersection between critical literacy and digital activism.
Critical literacy is a form of instruction that teaches students to question power structures and societal injustices,
while digital activism introduces methods for individuals and groups to use digital tools to effect social and
political change. This review argues that digital literacy is the natural partner to pedagogical approaches informed
by critical literacy, which attempts to uncover, address, question and solve social problems.
Design/methodology/approach – An illustrative example of collaborative student choice and action is
offered through a multimedia project with actionable hashtags for sharing online. The paper concludes with a
discussion of how educators can foster more collaborative choice and action by intertwining critical and
digital literacies at all levels of education. However, implementation and application of these ideas lies not
only with educators and administrators, but most importantly, with students themselves.
Findings – In order for students to be most prepared for meaningful interactions in the global and digital
world, critical literacy, digital literacy and digital activism must become a core part of classroom instruction.
Multimedia projects that are easily sharable and can track analytics are a successful way to raise
consciousness and advocate for local and global action.
Originality/value – The powerful instructional practices that link critical and digital literacies provide
students with the skills to continue questioning multiple viewpoints and promoting social justice issues
within and beyond classroom walls.
Keywords Digital literacy, Critical pedagogy, Critical literacy, Digital activism
Paper type Research paper

Since the 1960s, socio-politically engaged educators have become versed in Freire’s critical
pedagogy, as evidenced by the 750,000 copies sold of what has become a canon for educators
of critical pedagogy: Pedagogy of the Oppressed (Freire, 1970, original edition was published in
1968). While 2018 marks the 50th anniversary of Freire’s publication, and thus the birth of the
critical pedagogy movement, many teachers in the USA still struggle to harness the reins of
critical pedagogy, stating that Freire’s theory is too radical for developed countries (Peters and
Lankshear, 1996, p. 65), or that it does not fit neatly into prescribed standards (Avila and
Moore, 2012). Other teachers implement critical pedagogy through critical readings,
discussions and occasional actions, but still commonly take a hierarchical role of teacherdriven learning, rather than a Freirian view where learners are co-facilitators (Behrman, 2006).
In an era when the answers to most questions are simply a digital inquiry away, now more
than ever educators should incorporate critical literacy into the classroom. Critical literacy
theories invite both students and teachers to inform themselves of injustices in their
communities, empower themselves with the knowledge to make decisions, and take action.
This paper reviews assumptions about critical literacy and digital activism and provides an
example of how digital literacies are a means to produce and distribute digital activism projects.
The author is grateful to Dr Jill Castek for her co-facilitation and wise insights on digital and critical
literacies. Further, the author appreciates the hard-work, collaboration and diverse perspectives of the
author’s graduate and undergraduate classmates on the #FoodontheShelf project.
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The example illustrates the potential of the digital age to harness the four dimensions of
critical literacy (Van Sluys et al., 2006). The paper is not framed as a study per se, but rather
as an examination of the interaction between a theoretical framework presented to
pre-service and in-service teachers and an opportunity to engage in an activist-oriented project.
A brief review of critical literacy introduces concepts of promoting social justice, with
students choosing a community issue and path to action. A discussion of digital activism then
advocates for the pairing of virtual social justice projects with concrete actions. Then, the piece
discusses how digital literacy can make meaning of social issues and ultimately produce and
distribute materials that call for change. An example of a student project is offered to discuss
how educators in the digital age can foster more collaborative choice and action through a
conscious intertwining of critical and digital literacies at all levels of education.
Critical literacy
Critical literacy practices encourage students to question power structures and
societal injustices in order to take action for change. Students are taught to use texts to
construct meaning by questioning the practices of the systems in which texts are
embedded (Luke, 2004). The goal of critical literacy education is to foster a “critical
consciousness” in students, or Freire’s “conscientizacao,” that allows them to understand,
produce and participate in language of larger societal systems and ultimately raise
consciousness and promote action about social justice issues (Behrman, 2006;
Freire, 1970). The functions and goals of critical literacy education are most concisely
defined by the four dimensions of critical literacy: disrupting the commonplace,
interrogating multiple viewpoints, focusing on sociopolitical issues, and taking action to
promote social justice (Van Sluys et al., 2006).
Unlike Freire’s (1970) “banking” model in which teachers transfer knowledge to students,
critical literacy encourages students and teachers to co-construct meaning together. To do
so, students and teachers alike must evaluate societal issues, take a stance, and ultimately
transform learning into concrete actions to uncover and address injustices. Critical literacy
has thus been shown to give “voice to the voiceless” (Wood and Jocius, 2014) and educate in
a way that encourages students to engage with and question their surroundings.
Although 2018 marks 50 years since the publication of Freire’s original Pedagogia de
Oprimido, critical pedagogy largely remains a theory not yet translated into practice. Some
educators, however, have concretely initiated practice through projects in which young
students become experts of their own experiences. The Council of Youth Research is one
such project in which students use digital media to “renegotiate relational and social power”
through community engagement and collaboration (Garcia et al., 2015). Youth Participatory
Action Research (YPAR) likewise advocates for student agency by creating spaces for
students to discuss community issues and to then take action (Mirra et al., 2015). In other US
classrooms, the lack of critical literacy implementation is not the fault of dedicated
and underpaid teachers but lies rather in an emphasis on state and national standards, a
high-stakes assessment culture, and little professional development in the co-construction of
learning model.
Meeting curriculum standards while integrating critical pedagogy is a perennial issue for
educators, but it is not impossible to address. Avila and Moore (2012) describe instructional
innovations including a letter to the editor project after a critical reading of Martin Luther
King’s final work. They detail how, through this letter, one student was able to meet state
standards that she had “failed to meet” on state tests. Such projects, when incorporated with
digital tools, foster both meaning-making and the bridging of standards-curriculum gaps, as
students must go beyond class material to discover different perspectives by reading and
interacting online, before ultimately sharing their transformed understandings with
authentic audiences (Avila and Moore, 2012).

In addition to standards-based instructional constraints, educators often struggle to
implement critical literacy approaches due to a lack of planning time. Perhaps the daunting
idea of “inventing” critical literacies in one’s own classroom (Luke, 2000) prevents theory
bridging into practice. By collaborating digitally, teachers can co-construct and scaffold
their own learning before bringing it to the classroom (i.e. Honan, 2003). As we encourage
students to collaborate by interrogating multiple viewpoints and taking action, so too
should we as educators collaborate to spread the wealth of experiences that we bring to
confront these challenges. While implementation lies in the hands of educators and
administrators, transformation is held in the hands of the students themselves. Even
partially successful attempts at promoting social justice can increase critical awareness and
prepare students for the future successes and failures they will encounter while advocating
for justice. Despite best intentions, the hierarchical, “banking knowledge” teaching model is
still imposed on students by many well-meaning educators. In a review of over
36 contemporary studies of critical literacy, Behrman (2006) noted that not one such study
gave students decision-making power. This could perhaps be attributable to the common
misconception that Freire’s critical pedagogy suits developing nations better than
developed nations because oppression may not be “as obvious” in developed nations (Peters
and Lankshear, 1996). A critical look at recent media suggests that while oppression may
differ from country to country, overarching themes are visible even from a cursory glance
on any news website. Like the developed nations’ tendency to “Other” developing countries,
leaders of developed nations may also “Other” or ignore issues of oppression faced by
minorities at home in their own US populations (Morrell, 2015). With the help of technology
and the collective intelligence of collaborating educators and students, more teachers are
able to introduce approaches to critical literacy without reinventing the curriculum. Digital
literacy and digital activism can be used in tandem with critical literacy to save teachers
time, address standards and illustrate alternative teacher-student power structures.
Digital activism
In 2010, Malcolm Gladwell (2010) wrote the controversial article for the New Yorker, “Why
the revolution will not be tweeted.” The article highlights the differences between the
1960s sit-ins of the Civil Rights movement and the 2009–2010 “Twitter Revolution” by
activists in Moldova and Iran. Gladwell argues that the sit-in movements were successful
due to the face-to-face connections between the activists – a connection that, for Gladwell,
cannot be mimicked through the less personal social media activism. Nearly a decade after
Gladwell’s article, it is clear that his claims have been invalidated by recent movements
like Arab Spring, Occupy, #YesAllWomen, #BlackLivesMatter, #TakeaKnee and
#MeToo (to name just a few). These online campaigns demonstrate how digital activism
coupled with concrete actions contributes to tangible community connections that foster
gains in social justice. This section details digital activism’s advantages and
disadvantages and describes examples of successful movements grounded in digital
activism. It goes on to suggest a blending of digital activism and critical literacies as a
framework for educators to use the online media that students already view to then
promote actions for change in their communities.
Amin (2009) defines digital activism as “how citizens can use digital tools to effect social
and political change” (p. 64). Digital activism has become an important tool to counter
repression, especially with the rise of social media, as demonstrated by the Arab Spring
protests from 2010 to 2012. Activists used social media and YouTube to capture oppression
and share it with the world in a way hitherto impossible and unimaginable. Types of digital
activism can be characterized as hashtag activism, fan activism, sending letters to
representatives (Stornaiuolo and Thomas, 2017) and digital storytelling to raise awareness
(Bakardjieva et al., 2012). Digital activism has become popular due to spreading knowledge
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instantaneously, increasing access, remaining an inexpensive way to participate, and
creating a sense of community (Norris, 2004).
The primary advantage of digital activism is that it gives a voice to individuals and groups
that are otherwise marginalized by society or mainstream media. Marginalized individuals
“negotiate visibility” online by sharing real experiences and creating counter-narratives
(McArthur, 2016; Stornaiuolo and Thomas, 2017). They can thus “restory” dominant stories of
oppression by synthesizing their experiences communally to form new narratives (Thomas
and Stornaiuolo, 2016). While important for citizens of all ages, digital activism provides a
voice to young, marginalized students that may not have had such a voice in the past.
Examples of these counter-narratives include McArthur’s (2016) work with black girls who
learned to “rewrite” who they were; fan activism of youths online who “bend” the gender, race,
or sexual orientation of characters portrayed in popular media in order to see themselves
represented; and the “queering” of DREAMers in which undocumented immigrant youths
“came out” about their statuses en masse to promote social change and the retention of DACA
(Stornaiuolo and Thomas, 2017).
More recently in 2018, the surviving students of the Parkland, Florida shooting have
used social media to restory their narrative to contrast with that of the press, and then
garner national attention in demanding changes to gun control laws. These are all examples
ripe for teachers to blend into powerful, real-word instruction in the classroom. Teachers
need not create their own critical issues, but rather can observe and poll students to discover
what issues are important to them and how they may already be involved in social justice.
Not only does this eliminate the issue of hierarchical pedagogy, it fosters student choice and
leadership in facilitating consciousness raising and action.
In addition to advocating authentic narratives, digital activism recognizes a
participatory continuum that scaffolds action by translating digital activism to physical
actions (Zuckerman, 2014). Not only do teachers and students scaffold each other’s
processes of inquiry in critical literacy for digital activism, the affordances of the internet
and online reading themselves individually scaffold participants’ experiences to search for
additional information, interrogate multiple viewpoints, interact with existing media, and
share findings – all in a cyclical fashion.
A further advantage of digital activism is its ability to link local and global experiences
by sharing individual stories under a single hashtag to reveal larger structures of inequality
and highlight the intersectional nature of issues (Baer, 2016). This idea is evidenced by the
hashtags #YesAllWomen and #MeToo. This digital spread of ideas makes the personal
political in a way that the feminist revolutionary Carol Hanisch (1969), who coined the term
“The Personal is Political,” never could have imagined. Hashtag activism thus unveils the
world’s structural inequities by collocating the rich stories of individual worldwide web
users into one uniting, often actionable, hashtag (Baer, 2016; Stornaiuolo and Thomas, 2017).
Baer (2016) has explored the effectiveness of feminist digital activism in resisting the
neoliberal idea that we do not need community and need individual empowerment to act
independently. Likewise, the stories shared through the hashtags #BlackLivesMatter and
#TakeaKnee have created counter-narratives and united communities into action in a way
that recognizes the power of collaborative action.
While the advantages of digital activism are numerous, like critical literacy, it cannot be
used as a one-size fits all pedagogical tool. Rather, students should be encouraged to explore
mainstream media in tandem with social media to interrogate multiple viewpoints and
respond. Digital activism on its own, often known as “slactivism,” is insufficient. While
Morozov (2009) indicated that offline participation is more important than digital activism,
recent events like #MeToo show that the most powerful contemporary social justice
movements utilize both online platforms and concrete physical actions. Harlow and Guo’s
(2014) focus group study demonstrated that activists find digital activism most useful for

planning events and raising awareness, but they also insisted that simply participating
online is not enough. Students in critical literacy classrooms can be inspired to transform the
digital into physical by similarly using the digital to learn, share experiences to raise
awareness and plan ongoing online and offline actions.
Educators who are hesitant to incorporate these approaches into their classroom need
only keep abreast of the latest social justice movements online to situate the practice for
their students. For example, teachers can situate critical literacy into the hashtags that
students frequently see, such as #MeToo and #BlackLivesMatter. These hashtags illustrate
positive sociopolitical outcomes as the result of both digital and physical activism.
Promoting social justice through digital activism: #MeToo
The #MeToo movement demonstrates how digital activism can lead to concrete social
change. It was started in 2017 by actress Alyssa Milano to give women a voice to share on
social media whether they had been sexually harassed or abused. However, according to the
New York Times, the movement began long before the hashtag with the work of Tarana
Burke, who created a non-profit organization to help victims of sexual assault in 2007 and
named her movement “Me Too” (Garcia, 2017). It was Milano’s hashtag movement that
galvanized users of social media and generated research with results as powerful as those
seen in social media newsfeeds: 81 percent of women and 43 percent of men in the study
attested to having experienced sexual harassment or assault (Kearl, 2018). Using the
hashtag, women made the personal political by creating a counter-narrative to the dominant
culture of misogyny in which women’s bodies are commodified. Further, the digital events
have culminated in physical actions, as women “out their pig” (from the French movement’s
equivalent #balancetonporc). Celebrities like Harvey Weinstein, Kevin Spacey and Louis CK
saw their careers suffer as a result of their actions. #MeToo has taken the global structure of
misogyny, returned it to individuals sharing stories on social media, shifted it to local when
men have been publically shamed for their actions, and expanded it globally through events
like the 2018 Cannes Film Festival’s flyers and sexual abuse hotline to prevent abuse in
cinema (Pulver, 2018).
In the future, as digital and social media become more ubiquitous and accessible, we can only
predict that, despite Gladwell’s predictions, the Revolution will indeed continue to be tweeted in
a cyclical fashion before, during and after the tangible societal gains that it provokes.
Digital literacy: a lens for practicing critical literacy and digital activism
Digital literacy serves as a means for realizing the frameworks of digital activism and
critical literacy. Digital literacy refers to the ability to use digital tools to critically read
online texts in different modes, interpret online media, interrogate, problem-solve and create
(Leu et al., 2013). Reading online is a problem-solving inquiry process (Raes et al., 2012), and
is thus the natural partner to pedagogical approaches informed by critical literacy, which
attempts to uncover, address, question and solve social problems. Digital literacy increases
student engagement and can thus serve as a “gateway” into critical literacy (Avila and
Moore, 2012) in which students become experts of their own experiences by reading,
interacting with and creating texts online. The non-static nature and range of digital
resources available is a good match for the use of critical literacy approaches that show
learners a multifaceted and multimodal picture of the world, which can in turn aid in solving
instructional issues such as the need to meet standards, and then feed the desire to
co-construct learning with students to cultivate critical agency and collaboration.
Digital literacies can be used to meet standards and to offset the otherwise restrictive
nature of the Common Core standards (Avila and Moore, 2012). While reading and creating
online, students have increased opportunities to make choices, connect to the text and
produce responses by following related ideas through hyperlinks, leaving comments and
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engaging with new ideas to create and share media. Student-created media like podcasts or
digital storytelling may also increase student engagement and encourage critical literacy for
elementary students and beyond through contributing authentic purposes and audiences
for projects (Wood and Jocius, 2014). At last, while reading and creating digital texts
students can further meet mandated standards and participate in critical literacy through
communal reading, writing and sharing of work. Digital literacy thus fosters a “community
effort” (Avila and Moore, 2012) that encourages collaborative meaning-making and
communication, thereby realizing standards and co-constructing a communal
understanding or action to promote social justice.
In addition to addressing standards, educators can also save time by designing critical
literacy lesson plans and integrating them into the curriculum. Educators can use resources
from Teaching Tolerance (teachingtolerance.org) and adapt them by subject and grade level.
Further, teachers who have already implemented critical literacy should feel encouraged to
digitally share their students’ work with other teachers at their school and beyond. More
teachers might feel inspired to actualize critical literacy instruction if there was a wider selection
of pre-prepared materials like Teaching Tolerance. By sharing pre-made lessons or commenting
on borrowed lessons with adaptations for implementation, teachers co-construct knowledge and
experience in a way that encourages professional development and mirrors the co-construction
of learning that should take place by students and teachers in any critical literacy classroom.
Ultimately, the more we as educators share our successes with other educators online, the
more time we save other teachers who find and adapt resources and the easier it becomes to
develop critical approaches in the classroom. Moreover, the ability to share online critical
literacy projects that were partially successful is equally important in informing future
practice. An openness to sharing and receiving critical feedback and developing
professionally allows educators to critically engage and reflect on the teaching theories and
practices that they present in their classrooms.
While mitigating time constraints and supporting teachers to meet standards, digital literacy
also democratizes information and thus lessens the dominant-dominated teacher–student
relationship. Behrman (2006) suggests that critical literacy approaches still fall short because the
teachers typically maintain the decision-maker role. Digital literacy may mitigate this issue by
allowing students to choose their paths of inquiry by selecting texts to interact with based on
what they already know and the problems they hope to solve (Leu et al., 2013). The interactivity
between reader and writer in digital text is an additional feature (Peters and Lankshear, 1996)
that turns the traditional reader/author hierarchy on its head and allows students to investigate
multiple perspectives by posing questions or recreating text. Students can become agents of
their own learning by synthesizing and transforming digital media that they have viewed.
The manipulability of digital text (Peters and Lankshear, 1996) allows for students to
engage intertextually when discovering social justice issues, particularly on news websites
allowing readers to click on hyperlinks that reference previous events in a way that had
heretofore been impossible. This takes the impetus off of the teacher to find or create all
instructional texts as each student will have their own process of digital inquiry even in
reading the same online text. At last, Peters and Lankshear (1996) argue that increased
access to texts has democratized knowledge and has promoted “collective and interactive
agency” by giving users the “power to inform and be informed” (p. 64).
Through the reading and creation of digital texts, teachers can therefore cultivate
horizontal learning amongst students and teacher(s) to foster a “collective intelligence”
about a social justice issue affecting the learning community (Gee, 2017). Horizontal learning
allows teachers to engage in critical consciousness alongside their students, providing them
opportunities to discuss and make choices about important issues, while teachers break
down the traditional teacher/student hierarchy and are encouraged to be critical readers of
the word and the world alongside their students.

Teaching critical literacy through collaborative choice and action:
background
The project described in this section is an example of how digital literacy can serve as a
practical framework to realize critical literacy and digital activism with the aim of
promoting social justice through collaborative choice and action. The project took place over
several weeks of a university course planned and facilitated by the author. Teaching about
critical literacy by “walking the walk” through agitation and action was both a practical and
strategic way for the class to conduct its own participatory action project while also learning
the concepts of critical literacy.
To foster choice and collaboration, a Google Form was circulated to give students the
opportunity to share social justice issues they were involved in or passionate about as well
as social changes they hoped for. The education class was comprised of students, teachers,
and new and expert educators that spanned a vast array of ages and identities, including
parents, volunteers, student workers, campus club officers and gamers. The results from
the Google Form were equally diverse, with students passionate about the environment,
women’s rights, LGBTQ, immigration reform and food insecurity. In the end, food
insecurity was chosen because it was the most logistically feasible subject to cover in the
timeframe available, because some class members were already involved with the campus
food pantry, and because the pantry’s website was in need of updated information and
media. Most importantly, it was crucial to focus the class on a project that benefitted the
community. This both grounded instruction in a project and supported engagement and
investment in learning.
Facilitating collaborative choice and action: #FoodontheShelf
Finding inspiration from YPAR and the Council of Youth Research (Mirra et al., 2015; Garcia
et al., 2015), Table I outlines the project’s instructional sequence. The table demonstrates
how pre-service and in-service teachers scaffolded their learning about critical literacy
through their own collaborative choice and action project. Figure 1 illustrates how the
dimensions of critical literacy (Van Sluys et al., 2006), YPAR (Mirra et al., 2015) and
restorying (Thomas and Stornaiuolo, 2016) were interwoven iteratively to learn concepts of
critical literacy and develop a community action project.
While planning for instruction, the author viewed as much media and literature as
possible to be able to “restory” common mindsets toward food insecurity (Thomas and
Stornaiuolo, 2016) and to scaffold critical literacy concepts and actions for the students.
This modeled the non-hierarchical nature of student/facilitator (Behrman, 2006; Freire, 1970)
and how the students in the class could incorporate such projects into their future
classrooms as educators. To synthesize findings about food insecurity, the author designed
and annotated a geospatial map (http://arcg.is/zXPKr) using ArcGIS and Story Maps
(software by ESRI). This two-layer US map shows combined data from the ArcGIS database
about food deserts and median household income by region in 2016. An annotated
storyboard was then created to accompany the map and allow users to zoom in on food
insecurity both through the zoom map function and the accompanying text detailing food
insecurity with embedded media. In class, the map was introduced, and its use scaffolded so
that students viewing it could read through and click into the embedded media to learn
more. Students then used the geospatial map and text as a foundation for the project in
creating their own media, in addition to further inquiries online to complete their group’s
sections of the final project.
When designing the media for the food pantry website, the class’s goal was to divide the
work into viable portions that would come together in a collaborative Prezi. The class
formed the following groups to create optimal flow in the final Prezi: background, our
Community, local resources, and get involved. Groups used a graphic organizer on Google
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Table I.
Unit plan for teaching
critical literacy
to current and
future educators

Students read about critical literacy and YPAR (Mirra et al., 2015)
and post their thoughts in online discussion board before class
Discussion: critical literacy and YPAR Students discuss the readings, four dimensions of critical literacy,
experiences with critical literacy as student, teacher, or citizen
Example of critical literacy in action Facilitator explains an Animal Rights Rally project that her high
school French students created. Class discusses how digital literacy
could have enhanced this project
Introducing the project: food insecurity Discussion of food insecurity and how it affects us nationally and
locally. Facilitator designs a geospatial map and annotated text for
students to learn about the topic. See http://arcg.is/zXPKr
Doing the project
Students receive assigned teams and action items to create media in
groups that explains: food insecurity, the shame around food
insecurity, local/campus resources for food insecurity, and ways to
get involved. Students begin in class and finish outside of class with
their groups
Discussion: interdisciplinary critical
Students discuss how to incorporate critical literacy approaches into
literacy
and across the curriculum while still meeting standards. Examples
from research and related projects
Revolutionizing movements: social
Facilitation of a discussion about social justice movements online:
justice in the 21st century
What makes them (in)effective? How do visual literacy and
multimodality interact in online social justice campaigns?
#MeToo movement
Facilitation of examples of how the #MeToo movement has received
global attention through the sharing of individual stories en masse
This oppresses women
Discussion of how this physical action (putting “This Oppresses
Women” stickers on posters that commodify the female body) was
tied to the digital when passersby would take photos of the modified
posters to share online
The art of a hashtag
Hashtag definition, history, and importance; the elements of a
successful hashtag for marketing an idea
Explorations of hashtags
Handout to explore hashtag activism that we experience online
Creating our hashtag
Brainstorm and vote to create a hashtag for food pantry project
Viewing our media
Class views drafts of media for group project and provides critiques
for modification
Modification of media
Students modify their media in groups
Assembling the Prezi
Co-facilitators meet to assemble the media components into a
coherently flowing Prezi (see Figure 1)
Sharing the project
Participants share project online with the chosen hashtag
Campus pantry website
Campus Pantry website incorporates the media into their website

Docs to post progress and prevent overlap. Each group decided to use a Padlet to further
brainstorm for their section before creating cohesive pieces of media. To emphasize the
participatory and non-hierarchical nature of critical literacy (Behrman, 2006; Mirra et al.,
2015), the author also participated in the project and media-making. Students in their groups
chose how to digitally portray their information (poster, multimodal video, designing a
website and/or use of other digital tools).
After a week designing media, the second class on critical literacy focused on hashtag
activism with the purpose of creating a unifying hashtag to share the project online (Baer,
2016). The goal of creating a hashtag and sharing the project was meant to engage students
in the content about critical literacy and digital activism in a way that would be meaningful,
memorable and motivating, so that in their careers as educators they might also see the
value of incorporating critical literacy through digital activism projects.
Before creating project hashtags, the students discussed successful social justice
movements online, including what makes such movements effective by using a modified

4 Dimensions of Critical
Literacy

YPAR
(Mirra et al., 2015)

Critical literacy in
#DigitalActivism

(Van Sluys et al., 2006)

Reading and discussing
critical literacy through
a community action
project

Restorying
perspectives of food
insecurity and sharing
community resources
through digital
activism

Restorying
(Thomas and
Stornaiuolo, 2016)

Taking action together
based on student
interests in the
community
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Composing and
critiquing portions of
media then weaving
them together to share
online

Collaborative
Choice and
Action

handout adapted from Teaching Tolerance (teachingtolerance.org) as a way to model how
we as educators could implement such discussions in our current and future classrooms.
Through discussion, the class came to a common understanding of the history of hashtags,
their use, and their importance in digital activism. Each student contributed to the class’
knowledge of hashtags and digital activism through relaying their own experiences using,
viewing, or reading about movements that were important to them, such as: digital feminism
(#MeToo), immigrant movements (#HeretoStay) and education (#RedforEd). After discussing
the elements of successful hashtags for activism or marketing based on the class’ experiences
(brandable, actionable language, short, informative and capitalized if multiword), the class
created language for distributing the project and eventually voted on #FoodonTheShelf and
#FuelOurStudents as actionable hashtags that would reach the target audience needing
access to nutritious food and/or looking to volunteer in the campus community.
Finally, the class viewed each group’s media creations and provided critiques to avoid
overlap of material and convey a clear, cohesive message. The pieces of media were then
woven into a single Prezi (see Figure 2), as decided by the class, with the idea that viewers
could click and explore the information that was important to them. Students and
facilitators then shared the project on social media sites, in e-mail signatures, and with
colleagues and friends.
Student reflections on participating in collaborative digital activism
After the project’s completion, students shared reflections about the choices they made
during the project and their impressions of participating as students and/or educators.
These reflections were written and ungraded to emphasize the process of reflection after
transformation in digital and critical literacies. The following excerpts of written reflections
from one graduate student and one undergraduate student highlight how the students
collaborated to disrupt the commonplace (Van Sluys et al., 2006) and used digital literacy to
problem solve and create (Leu et al., 2013).
Graduate Student A (GSA). “I was very proud of our finished project. (Undergraduate
Student A (UGSA)) and I collaborated virtually and made the script of our animation first.

Figure 1.
Graphic illustrates
how the concepts
of critical literacy
in digital activism
are woven together
iteratively to
collaboratively create
and share a
digital community
action project
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Annotated image of
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Prezi welcome screen
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#FuelourStudents

Describes campus
services and ways
to help

Source: https://prezi.com/view/PEA5Mxsvc88d9su0cQcb/

After we had clearly designated what we wanted the message to convey, we created visuals
to match, [using] Animatron because UGSA had experience with it and I wanted to learn
how it worked. She taught me little tricks as we created our section and designed each frame
together. As a teacher, I found this project and style of collaboration to be very beneficial.
The project adds elements of fun while instilling the necessity for outreach and community
involvement. Its structure enables the students to feel involved with a greater community
and implement change for the better.”
Undergraduate Student B (USB). “[The project] was one of the most enriching
experiences because […] ‘homework’ and ‘classwork’ transformed into something that
impacts the community. To be able to conduct research and collaborate with classmates on
a social issue that affects so many was both eye-opening and empowering. I chose to display
my findings in an infographic format […] so that the entire message was visible with one
glance and the information could be displayed with both text, charts, and images. I thought
that a static representation of [food pantry] resources would be the most versatile for future
use. I think this type of project is what all teachers, students, and our communities need. By
creating purpose-driven lessons that allow students to think critically and develop solutions,
we are revolutionizing the way we know and define learning. Learners are no longer
passive, but rather active, engaged, and perhaps feel important. To work collectively
towards a common goal that has a real, tangible impact is to make learning about more than
just memorization and personal gain. The definition of learning shifts to […] improving the
communities we live in. I would love to participate in more projects like this one, as well as
create lessons like this if ever given the opportunity.”
The above reflections demonstrate how digital literacy served as a means for learning
digital activism and critical literacy. GSA details how she chose Animatron because she
wanted to learn to use a new tool in the process of conveying her ideas, while USB explains
that she chose an infographic because it best displayed the information she was hoping to
convey. Both students mention how they felt “involved,” “engaged,” “active,” and/or
“important” while conducting this project and knowing it would make a difference in their
campus community, illustrating the impact of YPAR (Mirra et al., 2015) and restorying

(Thomas and Stornaiuolo, 2016) in which students become experts of an issue in their
community and reshape community perspectives through composing and sharing online
(see Figure 1). At last, both students mention wanting to incorporate such projects into
their lesson plans to help students “feel involved with a greater community and implement
change for the better.” Projects like #FoodontheShelf can thus help current and future
educators learn how to organically adapt and incorporate critical literacy approaches to
their particular classrooms and communities (Luke, 2000). Designing similar projects can
effectively link critical and digital literacies to practices of digital activism that students
already view and use online to give them a voice for “restorying” (Thomas and
Stornaiuolo, 2016) their communities.
Project limitations
While the project spread the word, the Prezi’s affordances curtailed the potential audience
and the tracking of viewers. The linked media took over 10 min to watch, which conflicts
with the short videos of the same call-to-arms genre that users see in their social media
feeds. In addition, unlike sharing a video on Facebook or Instagram, where analytics are
provided on how many people have viewed the video, the unpaid version of Prezi did not
track analytics. In reflections, students stated that short YouTube videos would allow views
to be tracked from each social network site by looking at the number of views, likes and
comments. The final Prezi was static, with no possibility for comments except for users who
chose to leave comments on students’ social media posts. The affordances of YouTube
would allow for comments on a single platform from a wider audience, as well as easier
incorporation into the campus food pantry website.
Conclusion
This paper reviewed relevant literature and offered an illustrative example to motivate
educators to use digital literacy to create more spaces for critical literacy and digital
activism in the curriculum. Doing so gives students opportunities to become experts of their
own experiences by counter-narrating the often-oppressive stories told by the media
regarding marginalized citizens.
Digital activism projects need not be limited to “slactivism” or hashtagging but should be
used in conjunction with concrete measures to raise consciousness of social justice issues, as
in the #FoodontheShelf project. The most successful marriages of critical and digital
activism with digital literacies should have concrete purposes and audiences and should be
coupled with tangible actions that make a difference. Such projects allow educators to apply
the four dimensions of critical literacy to digital literacy and activism by: “disrupting the
commonplace” through online crowdsourcing to uncover important community injustices;
“interrogating multiple viewpoints” by the reading of websites, videos, and news online;
“focusing on sociopolitical issues” through social media and digital activism; and “taking
action to promote social justice” through the quick dispersal of information afforded by the
Web to reshape local and global perspectives.
At last, educators are encouraged to use online forums and websites to share what they
already do in the classroom to incorporate critical and digital literacies while meeting state
and national standards. The more educators share, the more we will be able to transform
and remix each other’s ideas, reflect, and share what works and what we can improve.
In addition to online teacher collaboration, face-to-face teacher study groups can serve as
professional development for critical literacy (Honan, 2003) instruction. Designing
instruction that cuts across critical literacy, digital activism and digital literacy
encourages students to question multiple viewpoints and promote social justice widely
within and beyond our classrooms. Such instruction has the power to transform and
reshape our world.
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Abstract
Purpose – Public schools in a democracy should educate young people to develop the knowledge and
dispositions of citizenship in order to foster a more inclusive society and ensure the continuation of the democratic
republic. Conceptualizations of citizenship must be clearly framed in order to support civic engagement, in
particular, civic engagement for social justice. Rarely do educational technology scholars or educators interrogate
the International Society for Technology in Education definition of digital citizenship. Educational technologists
should connect notions of civic engagement and conceptions of digital citizenship. Instead, the field continues to
engage in research, policy and practice which disconnects these ideas. This suggests that a gap exists between
educational technologists’ conceptualizations of citizenship and the larger implications of citizenship within a
democracy. The paper aims to discuss this issue.
Design/methodology/approach – This paper uses a between-study analysis of the literature to answer:
How does the field of educational technology discuss and research digital citizenship? The data were coded
using constant comparative analysis. The study adopted a theoretical framework grounded in Westheimer
and Kahne’s (2004) What Kind of Citizen, and Krutka and Carpenter’s (2016) digital approach to citizenship.
Findings – The findings suggest that educational technologists’ uncritical usage of the term digital
citizenship limits the authors’ field’s ability to contribute to a fundamental purpose of public schooling in a
democracy – to develop citizens. Further, it hampers imagining opportunities to use educational technology to
develop pedagogies of engaged citizenship for social justice.
Originality/value – Reframing the conception of digital citizenship as active civic engagement for social
justice pushes scholarship, and its attendant implications for practice, in a proactive direction aimed at
dismantling oppression.
Keywords Social media, Educational technology, Digital citizenship
Paper type Literature review

Public schools in a democracy should educate young people to develop the knowledge and
dispositions of citizenship in order to foster a more inclusive society and ensure the
continuation of democratic republics (Apple and Beane, 1995; Dewey, 1916, 1976; Giroux, 1988).
To that end, conceptualizations of citizenship must be clearly framed in order to support civic
engagement, in particular, civic engagement for social justice (Foucault, 1991; Giroux, 1988;
Westheimer and Kahne, 2004). Scholars in political science and communications have engaged
in rigorous deliberation surrounding the definitions of citizenship, democracy and the
implications for social justice (e.g. boyd, 2014; Kahne et al., 2016; McGillivray et al., 2016;
Westheimer and Kahne, 2000, 2004; Tufekci, 2017), and certainly, explorations and
investigations of civic engagement and participation exist within media studies, information
technology and literacy scholarship (e.g. Bennett, 2008; Hollett et al., 2017; Jenkins et al., 2009;
Mirra and Garcia, 2017; Rheingold, 2008).
International consortia and societies focused on technology integration (e.g. Common
Sense Media, the International Association for K-12 Online Learning (iNACOL), the
International Society for Technology in Education (ISTE) also recognize the importance of
citizenship within the digital realm, referred to as “digital citizenship.” These societies
influence international conceptions of digital citizenship, as well as international policy,
practice and research. For example, ISTE partners with partners with technology
organizations in Malaysia, the Arab Gulf States, India, Labtech International, Worlddidac
and VirtualEduca, and in every state in the USA to “Inform lesson and curriculum planning;

Help schools, districts and states create technology plans; Aid academic researchers in their
work[…] Help leaders and systems personnel define job roles and assess systems,
curriculum, learning and staff; [and] Assist higher education faculty in research and teacher
preparation” (International Society for Technology in Education (ISTE), 2017, ISTE
Standards FAQ). Thus, educational technologists, teacher educators, and P-12 teachers and
administrators often use these international standards to frame understandings of digital
citizenship; however, it should be recognized that other, less promoted, standards may
also be used.
The ISTE digital citizenship standard states, “Educators inspire students to positively
contribute to and responsibly participate in the digital world” (ISTE, 2017, Citizenship
Standard section). ISTE is not alone in its conception of digital citizenship as a means
toward safe and responsible technology use.
iNACOL, another international society for technology integration, refers to digital
citizenship under the standard for “legal, ethical, and safe behavior related to technology
use” by stating “The online teacher knows and understands the responsibilities of digital
citizenship and techniques to facilitate student investigations of the legal and ethical
issues related to technology and society” (International Association for K-12 Online
Learning (iNACOL), 2011, p. 9). Further, common sense education offers a scope and
sequence curriculum for digital citizenship, which it refers to as “safe and responsible
technology use.”
ISTE’s, iNACOL’s and Common Sense Media’s definitions for digital citizenship confine
themselves to safety and responsibility. The standards are also implemented across the
globe and are influential in shaping practice and research. This is not meant to imply that
educational technologists do not research broader understandings of civic engagement or
that practitioners fail to engage in expanding opportunities for youth expression or
engagement. For instance, Bennett (2008) examined traditional conceptions of dutiful
citizenship vs digital media facilitated conceptions of actualized citizenship. Jenkins et al.
(2009) proposed that the contributive and social nature of the internet, combined with
relatively low barriers to entry, would lead to new forms of civic engagement, and Rheingold
(2008) examined possibilities for more participatory practices fostered by youths’
technology uses. Mirra and Garcia (2017) examined youth participation and presented a
framework for connecting, consciousness raising and civic engagement through re-mixing
media use. They conclude their chapter by noting: clearly, the traditional measures of civic
participation that have been foundational for education research are not dramatically
transforming the civic life experiences of youth of color today. With no end in sight, it is time
to rethink the civic educational approaches currently implemented and researched and,
perhaps, look at how youth anger, sense of disenfranchisement and disappointment in the
current socioeconomic landscape can open up the space to reimagine civic possibilities
today (p. 153).
However, despite the above examples, the ISTE, iNACOL and Common Sense Media
standards remain the required international standards for technology use. In trying to
reconcile the inclusive, participatory, and critical understandings of civic participation of
Mirra and Garcia (2017), Jenkins et al. (2009) and Hollett et al. (2017) with ISTE, iNACOL and
Common Sense Media standards, I began to wonder: What happens to practice, scholarship,
and policy when the required standard narrowly defines citizenship? Failure to question
received notions of “good citizenship” may normalize, reify, and calcify hidden power
structures which historically serve to racialize and minortize groups under the guise of “good
citizenship” (Banks, 2008; Foucault, 1991). Further, Westheimer and Kahne (2000) warned that
a narrow and conservative conception of citizenship as personally responsible – a notion
which aligns closely with the ISTE standards, the iNACOL standard and the Common Sense
Media definition – limits the interrogation of systemic injustices.
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I wondered if the discourse, practice and scholarship surrounding “digital citizenship”
matched the rich discourse, practice and scholarship surrounding civic engagement, civic
participation and justice-oriented citizenship. And if it did not, what implications might this
have for technology education and integration? If schools, educators and scholars fail to
question or broaden definitions of digital citizenship, a term frequently used and embedded
in curricula, what does this mean for scholarship, policy and practice, particularly for
disenfranchised students?
To begin my investigation, I queried Academic Research Complete, Education Research
Complete and ERIC on the topics of “civic engagement” and “social media” or “civic
engagement” and “educational technology.” This resulted in 692 articles. However, when I
reframed the search as “digital citizenship” and “social media” or “educational technology,”
the results dwindled to 248. Why this precipitous drop in results? It would seem that an
article that examines “educational technology” and “civic engagement” should also turn up
in a search on “educational technology” and “digital citizenship,” unless scholars and
practitioners are not relating civic engagement to digital citizenship. And if they are not,
why not? And at what cost to research, policy, practice and, eventually, to students?
In other words, scholars in technology may research what good citizens do, but they lack
a scholarship that helps understand what a good citizen is. Scholarship and practice should
engender to do both – define what a good citizen is and does. This suggests that a gap exists
between conceptualizations of digital citizenship and the larger implications of citizenship
within a democracy. This gap should be interrogated and investigated.
Thus, the purpose of this paper is to examine the ways in which scholars and
practitioners explicitly define and research digital citizenship, the prevailing terminology of
the international societies and consortia that drive policy, practice and research.
Focusing expressly on the discourse of digital citizenship (instead of broadening the
review to include existing syntheses already being done on civic engagement and new
media or educational technology; (e.g. Hollett et al., 2017; Mirra and Garcia, 2017) allowed me
to specifically address the call of the special issue, to “push back on platitudes and
widely-accepted myths about educational technology to address the complexities of
reducing educational inequities […].” An uncritical usage of “digital citizenship,” as defined
and mandated by international organizations’ technology standards, turns citizenship, and
in particular, “digital citizenship,” into a platitude. This paper argues that a critical
examination of its usage helps address the complexities of reducing educational inequities.
The research uses a between-study analysis (Onwuegbuzie et al., 2012) of the literature to
answer the research question:
RQ1. How is digital citizenship researched and discussed?
The findings and discussion of this question suggest that uncritical usage of the term digital
citizenship limits citizenship development in schools. Further, it hampers practitioners and
scholars from imagining opportunities to use educational technology to develop pedagogies
of engaged citizenship for social justice. These gaps lead to the fair critique of educational
technology that technologists offer platitudes that technology can address issues of equity,
but technologists have yet to develop strong pedagogies of liberation that leverage
affordances of technology (Buckingham, 2007; Reich and Ito, 2017; Selwyn, 2016).
Reframing conceptions of digital citizenship as active civic engagement for social justice
pushes the scholarship, and its attendant implications for practice, in a proactive direction
aimed at dismantling oppression.
Theoretical framework
The purpose of this study is to analyze research around digital citizenship in educational
technology and frame those findings within the context of what kind of citizens schools develop.

I adopted Westheimer and Kahne’s (2004) framework for facilitating citizenship development in
schools as a lens with which to analyze existing scholarship. While Westheimer and Kahne’s
(2004) work is not a proposal of pedagogy per se, it nonetheless considers the types of
citizenship that schools might foster, and then suggests ways that schools can teach for these
types of citizens. Further elaborating on Westheimer and Kahne (2004), Krutka and Carpenter
(2016) suggest that educators might imagine social media pedagogies within the context of
Westheimer and Kahne’s (2004) framework. This review uses Westheimer and Kahne’s (2004)
broad categories of citizenship and refines those categories for educational technology use.
Krutka and Carpenter’s (2016) article helps differentiate between the categories
(see Table I).
Westheimer and Kahne (2004) researched civic education programs to identify how
educators conceive of and teach for citizenship. They identified three types of “good”
citizens taught in schools: personally responsible citizens, participatory citizens, and justiceoriented citizens. What a personally responsible citizen is and does rests on an assumption
that good character will solve social problems. That is, personally responsible citizens are
responsible, honest and obey laws. A participatory citizen believes that in order to solve
social problems, they must actively engage in their communities, particularly through
leadership. Finally, a justice-oriented citizen assumes that questioning, debating and
changing structures that reproduce systemic inequity will address social ills.
The notion of a responsible citizen limits interrogation of systemic injustices and instead
prioritizes kindness and volunteerism, often at the expense of political action (Westheimer and
Kahne, 2000). Further, while responsibility and kindness may be admirable goals, they are not
inherently necessary to the continuation of democracy. For instance, other systems of
government, including a totalitarian one, would be equally pleased to have law-abiding and
obedient citizens who dutifully attended school, did not commit crimes and regularly donated
blood or provided other services to their community. On the other hand, both participatory
citizens and justice-oriented citizens act in ways that preserve and expand democracy
(Westheimer and Kahne, 2004).
Krutka and Carpenter (2016) identify examples of responsible citizenship for digital
citizens. They suggest that responsible online behavior and media literacy serve as
examples of what personally responsible digital citizens might know and do. Participatory
digital citizens leverage the connective ability of social media to organize quickly and press
for change. Justice-oriented digital citizens engage in consciousness raising dialogues
through the use of hashtags and an interrogation of established and oppressive norms.
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Methods
This review used the between-study literature analysis methodological approach
(Onwuegbuzie et al., 2012) to answer the research question, How is digital citizenship
researched and discussed? A between-study literature analysis treats each study as an

Personally
responsible citizen Participatory citizen
Assumptions
Educational
technology
examples

Justice-oriented citizen

Good character
Active engagement in
Questioning, debating, and changing
will solve social ills community will solve social ills structures that reinforce inequity will
solve social ills
Responsible online Use technology to organize
Use social media to engage in
behavior
for change
consciousness raising dialogues
Media literacy
Use technology to help interrogate
established and oppressive norms

Table I.
Theoretical
framework: what
kind of citizen?
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intrinsic case. Each section of a study (i.e. literature review, theoretical framework, methods,
findings and discussion) is treated as part of the case. This approach is particularly useful
for understanding the findings of a study within the broader context of the study’s
methodology and theoretical framework (Onwuegbuzie et al., 2012).
Data collection
Included in this review are peer-reviewed articles which specifically address digital
citizenship. Excluded from this review are peer-reviewed articles which address civic
engagement and technology, but do not discuss digital citizenship. To identify the articles
for review, I queried Academic Research Complete, Education Research Complete and ERIC
using the terms “education* tech*” and “digital citizen*.” This search yielded 99 results.
I also queried the same databases using the terms “social media” and “digital citizen*.”
This yielded 52 results. I then cross-referenced these lists to eliminate duplicate items.
After reviewing each abstract to ensure that each article addressed digital citizenship, the
total number of articles included in the review was 44. Eight of these articles were printed in
the Educational Technology & Society special issue on digital citizenship, published in 2018.
Data analysis
I analyzed the data using constant comparative analysis (Glaser and Strauss, 1967). First, I
read through the literature and used descriptive codes. Then my coding became more
thematic as I identified patterns and themes across the literature. At this stage, I also applied
the theoretical framework to the coding, in order to ground themes in the existing theory.
The theoretical framework that I used categorizes normative and narrow definitions of
citizenship as personally responsible. Articles, or portions of articles, were coded as
personally responsible, if they prioritized safety, responsibility or kindness, as part of digital
citizenship. Included in personal responsibility is digital literacy – essentially, a responsible
consumer and sharer of information. It is also a needed skill in order to be able to digest
information and then participate in our digitally mediated world, either as a leader for
change or a critical citizen. Thus, I made the following differentiation as I was coding
articles and findings: I coded most articles which advocated only for digital literacy as
personally responsible citizenship. However, if the article conceived of digital literacy
as both consumption and production of media for engaging change, I coded the article as
participatory. I also coded items as participatory citizenship if they examined or discussed
ways that students actively make change using digital means. Finally, if an article
investigated patterns of systemic oppression or considered ways to disrupt these patterns in
order to create a more inclusive definition of citizenship, I coded them as justice-oriented
citizenship. The findings are presented within the context of these three conceptions of
citizenship. The discussion section frames the findings within broader educational
technology literature and makes suggestions for research and practice.
Findings
Most frequently, the authors referred to “good” digital citizenship in a modernist and
positivist sense, that is to say, as if there were an accepted universal and objective truth
surrounding notions of citizenship. Further, these articles neither anchored conceptions of
citizenship in theory, nor did they historicize the meaning of citizenship. Instead, they relied
on superficial conceptions of digital literacy or standards influenced by Ribble’s and
Beiley (2007). Ribble and Bailey (2007) developed Nine Elements of Digital Citizenship which
emphasize safety, responsibility and appropriate use of e-commerce. Studies that conceived
of citizenship as participatory disagreed with what digital participation for citizenship
might mean. Scholars were either explicitly or implicitly influenced by Jenkins et al.’s (2009)

definition of participatory practices, while others took Bennett’s (2008) view that digitally
mediated interactions could lead to new types of citizenship. Most of these articles
emphasized citizenship but did not provide pedagogical implications of these conceptions of
digital citizenship. Conceptions of justice-oriented citizenship tended to be well grounded in
either media studies or political science theory, and also considered philosophers who
provide foundational understandings of power and politics such as Foucault and Deleuze.
The personally responsible digital citizen – normalized notions of “good” citizenship
Research on digital citizenship most often used definitions of citizenship that adhered
closely to the ISTE standards, including Ribble’s and Bailey’s (2007) definition of
“responsible citizenship” and Mossberger et al.’s (2007) definition of media literacy. In
practitioner-focused articles, this manifested as well-meaning educational technology
leaders providing examples of ways to increase students’ technology use and “appropriate”
digital citizenship. Godfrey (2016) used the terms “good” citizen, “responsible” citizen, “safe”
behavior and “appropriate” usage. Similarly, Rogan’s (2017) well-intentioned, pro-social
media, practitioner-focused article referenced Ribble et al.’s (2004) work and identified “the
norms of appropriate and responsible behavior with regard to technology use” (p. 7). Rogan
(2017) also referred to digital citizenship as a skill that learners will need as they enter the
workforce – a rather capitalist and economic argument for citizenship. This argument is in
keeping with Ribble’s and Bailey’s (2007) Nine Elements of Digital Citizenship which cite
“Digital Commerce” as element number two on the list. Specifically, Ribble and Bailey (2007)
defines this as “Students will learn how to become effective digital consumers while
researching how society uses computers to buy and sell items online” (p. 1).
These modernist and capitalist conceptions of citizenship also impact the ways in which
educational technologists research constructs of citizenship. For instance, Jones and Mitchell
(2016) measured the constructs of online respect and civic engagement with the following
survey statements: “If I disagree with people online, I watch my language so it doesn’t come
across as mean” and “I am careful about how I say things online so they don’t come across the
wrong way.” They measured the construct of online civic engagement by asking participants
to respond to the statement: “When I am online, I try to end arguments or dramas when they
develop” ( Jones and Mitchell, 2016, p. 2070). Similarly, the Pew Research Center produced an
extensive, 86-page report on teens and digital citizenship. The entire report shared results of a
survey on teen use of social media with respect to bullying; however, it touted this as teens
“navigating the new world of ‘digital citizenship’ ” (Lenhart et al., 2011, p. 2). Both of the
survey instruments ask targeted questions about behavior, personal responsibility on the
internet and the character of young people on the internet.
Normative and traditional understandings of digital citizenship also emerged in
otherwise progressive and critical work. Despite spending extensive time studying identity
formation and authentic participatory practices of young peoples’ MySpace use, Greenhow
and Robelia (2009) used a narrow definition of digital citizenship. They noted that the
participants were aware of safety standards, could respond responsibly to others, but
did not display a depth of awareness regarding copyright and fair use. Greenhow and
Robelia (2009) blamed this on the lack of educators’ understandings of how to model
“digital citizenship behaviors” (p. 135).
In 2018, the Journal of Educational Technology and Society produced a special issue
focused on digital citizenship. This seems to be the first and only educational technology
journal call specifically addressing digital citizenship. The guest editors define digital
citizenship across three broad categories: ethics, digital literacy and participation (Atif and
Chou, 2018). None of these categories includes critical digital citizenship. While a few of the
articles approached citizenship through a more participatory or justice-oriented lens, the
majority reinforced notions of personally responsible citizenship.
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Wang and Xing’s (2018) article in the special issue combined the work of Choi (2016) with
Ribble and Bailey (2007) in order to identify elements of digital citizenship. Wang and Xing
(2018) excluded one of the more compelling findings of Choi’s (2016) work which analyzed the
construct of digital citizenship – that there is a critical citizenship component to digital
citizenship. Instead, Wang and Xing (2018) focused their research on netiquette and
digital literacy. They hypothesized that digital access, digital etiquette and digital safety could
be explained by parental involvement and socioeconomic status. The quantitative study
concludes “Parents’ socioeconomic status has a significant relationship with all aspects of teen
digital citizenship: digital access, digital etiquette, and digital safety” (Wang and Xing, 2018,
p. 193). Despite referencing Choi’s (2016) study that found a critical element to digital
citizenship, Wang and Xing (2018) continued to contend that “all aspects (emphasis mine)”
of teen digital citizenship can be encompassed in access, etiquette and safety.
Martin et al. (2018), also published in the special issue, surveyed middle schoolers on their
social media use. Martin et al. (2018) concluded that children are younger than adults assume
them to be when they start using social media. They also reported that girls use social media
earlier than boys and befriend more strangers on the internet. Martin et al. (2018) argued that
these patterns of use demonstrate a need for young people to develop digital citizenship, so
they know what is safe when they are online.
Kim and Choi (2018) extend this notion of safety as citizenship in their special issue
article. They argue that traditional citizenship scales apply notions of adult citizenship to
students in a digital environment, and that this approach ignores important themes of
adolescent identity making. This is an interesting and valuable endeavor, especially in light
of new literacy practices such as Lankshear and Knobel’s (2006) work surrounding the role
of identity development in meaning making. Unfortunately, the research questions in
the study completely disregard the voice and identity of youth, and instead ask, “(1) What
are the categories and factors of Digital Citizen Scale for adolescents from the teacher’s
perspective? (2) What are the guidelines for proper digital citizenship education for
adolescents?” (Kim and Choi, 2018, p. 160). These adult and teacher-centered questions
result in a citizenship scale which the authors call “SAFE,” an acronym for Self-identity,
Activity in online, Fluency for digital environment and Ethics for digital environment. Thus,
they replicated and reified understandings of digital citizenship as defined by ISTE (2017),
Ribble and Bailey (2007) and Mossberger et al. (2007).
Within the category of responsible citizenship, scholars disagreed on the relationship of
digital literacy to personally responsible citizenship. Jones and Mitchell (2016) suggest that
digital citizenship and digital literacy are and should be completely separate skills. They define
digital literacy as a set of skills that allow for effective research, as well as how to create strong
passwords and avoid scams online. This supports Panke and Stephens’ (2018) argument that
there are two different conceptions of digital citizenship: Ribble’s and Bailey’s (2007) nine
elements of digital citizenship – which, it must be noted, adhere closely to the ISTE definition –
and which do address digital literacy in passing; or “participating in society through online
information and communication technologies” (Panke and Stephens, 2018, p. 248). Though
Panke and Stephens (2018) do not cite this reference, the notion probably evolved from
Mossberger et al. (2007) “the ability to participate in society online” (p. 1).
The participatory citizen – what does it mean to participate?
A gradation exists in conceptions of participation and citizenship. Some scholars took an
approach either explicitly or implicitly influenced by Jenkins et al. (2009) and contended that
participation in online communities can contribute to participation across spaces. Some
scholars emphasized the possibilities of new types of citizenship, similar to Bennett (2008).
Often, media scholars grounded their understandings of participatory citizenship within
complex conceptions of citizenship. This tended to lead to more nuanced findings in their

research studies; however, since their scholarship rarely focused on pedagogy, it tended to
emphasize citizenship without a focus on schools.
Most articles echoed Dotterer et al. (2016), that digital literacy is foundational to
participatory digital citizenship. For example, Panke and Stephens (2018), published in the
special issue on digital citizenship, contended that to participate in society through online
information, students need digital literacy skills, in particular to discern information from
misinformation. Participants in Panke and Stephens (2018) study were writing blogs about
civic engagement and digital literacy. The participants consisted of public officials and
grassroots citizens, so the participants’ understandings of civil discourse and engagement
probably already lent itself to a “participatory citizenship” mindset. Unsurprisingly, the
participants described digital citizenship as more participatory than other studies.
For instance, one participant, Katy, noted, “two things come to mind: One is being engaged
digitally, being political online and the other is how one behaves online” (p. 256).
Some studies engaged in a robust and complex definition of citizenship in their literature
reviews and theoretical frameworks. In one such study, Gleason and von Gillern (2018), also
published in the Educational Technology and Society special issue, suggested a new theorization
for digital citizenship at the intersection of participatory digital citizenship and digital literacies.
They reported on methods to develop and teach for digital citizenship – citizenship conceived
as student centered, affect- and identity-oriented, and creative. They suggested two teaching
methods for developing this type of citizenship, teaching students to create public service
announcements and infographics. Finally, they provided empirical research on students’ use of
twitter to engage with political acts and noted the ways that the affective and social nature
of social media facilitated student engagement. Their findings point more toward methods
for teaching how to be an engaged digital citizen and perhaps less toward a theory of what
digital citizenship is.
Another study with a clear theoretical framework, Couldry et al. (2014), grounded their
research in Dahlgren’s (2003) complex model of “civic culture” and the pre-conditions for
engaged citizenship. This complex definition of citizenship led to more nuanced findings,
situated in theories of civic engagement. Couldry et al. (2014) concluded that in thinking
about digital citizenship, we need to not just consider access to hardware, but also to digital
spaces, and in particular to a shared understanding of the purpose of the place. In other
words, if a space is not an affinity space – if it is not a digital space of the vital life stuff
(Gleason, 2018) – it obstructs opportunities to develop trust and affinity, both of which are
pre-conditions for engaged citizenship. In short, highly regulated and institutionalized
spaces – like schools – inhibit citizenship development because rarely do participants feel
trust and affinity in these spaces.
Further, Couldry et al. (2014) suggested emergent pedagogical practices from their
findings. Thinking of digital citizenship through the nuances of Dahlgren (2003) helped
Couldry et al. (2014) understand participants’ conditions for civic engagement: trust,
natural affinity spaces, developing identity and offline support for online work in these
areas. These pre-conditions for participation, more than technical skills or character
building work, helped make space for growth in digital citizenship. Manca and Grion
(2017) confirm findings of Couldry et al. (2014) in their “failed” experiment to use Facebook
as a vehicle to facilitate participatory practices. Students did not use the Facebook group,
designed by the researchers and teachers, because the students reported feeling they did
not trust the space; they feared punishment from the school or retribution from
classmates. They reported that hierarchies of power in school conditioned them to
refrain from contributing ideas. These findings further support the notion that
engagement must be authentic. The Facebook group was not, and students did not
participate in the space. Similarly, del Carmen García Galera et al. (2017) quantitatively
studied youth engagement through social networks, concluding that greater empathy or
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more personal engagement with a topic led to greater activism. Most of the article
analyzes the results of the survey, but the last paragraph suggests pedagogies that rely on
knowing the students and their interests would lead to greater civic engagement.
The justice-oriented digital citizen – toward global citizenship, equity, and connection
Several articles made general nods toward global citizenship or equity, often conflating
access and equity or displaying a paternalistic and colonial attitude toward global
citizenship. However, a few articles firmly planted their flags in critical theory. Those that
grounded their methods, questions and analysis in clearly articulated critical
understandings of citizenship demonstrated clear findings and conclusions meant to
disrupt power structures and empower learners.
The following articles exemplify work that superficially acknowledged the goal of
“global digital citizenship.” Godfrey (2016) noted that technology’s compression of time and
space makes us all neighbors in the world. He concludes that this means we should be
“good” neighbors, though this good is never clearly defined. Although Godfrey (2016)
acknowledged the new potential intimacies and relationships of a highly connected world,
this suggestion of being “good” neighbors, without a clear critical foundation, risks reifying
neoliberal notions of good, capitalist, citizens. Similarly, Watanabe-Crockett (2017) provided
a definition for what a global citizen is in the digital age and then suggested pedagogical
practices for developing characteristics of global citizenship. He suggested that teachers can
encourage students to enact practices of global citizenship by asking “how can we help
people in different parts of the world lead better lives? (p. 23)” Unfortunately, this question
and its attendant description – that we can help those in need far away – reflects a potential
attitude of paternalism and colonialism in the western savior vein.
Just as scholars seemed to take an uncritical, though well-intentioned, stance toward
global citizenship, some repeated this tendency with issues of equity. There exists an
uncritical usage of the term “access,” as if access will automatically lead to equity. Godfrey
(2016) made this argument. Though we know from works like Couldry et al. (2014) that
access to hardware and software may be the first step to equity, hardware and software
without access to democratic spaces (i.e. affinity spaces, spaces that develop identity, spaces
that students trust) will not lead to emergent civic practices or emergent conceptions of the
self as citizen. Further, though some scholars continue to refer to the simplistic notion
of the digital divide, Pedersen et al. (2018) argued that access is not sufficient. Instead, the
freedom and capabilities we have to do and make with our technologies helps provide
nuance to the oversimplification of a “digital divide.”
The freedom to do and make often comes from media and technology use intentionally
designed to increase connection. McGillivray et al. (2016) approach digital citizenship from a
digital media perspective. They brought an intentionally critical perspective to the work,
grounding their understanding of digital citizenship in a convergence of ideas – that we are
both consumers and makers; that making is creativity; that the making occurs within the
context of capitalist corporations; that media studies to this point have examined our
consumption of media and should expand to our presumption of media; and that we live in a
digitally mediated world – and relied on Gauntlett’s (2013) claim that making is connecting.
They then sought to design an activity that used the digital as a disruptor. While they met
with some success in their study, they also found, as Manca and Grion (2017) did, that
sometimes the industrialized, hegemonic structure of school can “deter or delimit creative
expression” (McGillivray et al., 2016, p. 733).
Similarly, Pedersen et al. (2018), published in the Educational Technology and Society
special issue, intentionally took a critical stance influenced by media studies, in particular
conceptions of citizenship informed by capabilities (McGillivray et al., 2016; Sen, 1979),
becoming (Arendt, 1954) and belonging (Biesta, 2004; Giroux, 2011). They take time to

explicate their understanding of these ideas and synthesize them into a theoretical
framework for examining digital citizenship as a hybrid – understood through a Deleuzian
lens – as a “rhizomatic, polyphonic, and heterogeneous concept” (Pedersen et al., 2018,
p. 228). Thus, digital citizenship is a something new, a hybridized form of citizenship, that
Pedersen et al. (2018) examined in a similar space of hybridized education. They suggest
that the practice of identifying educational patterns for hybrid education could similarly be
used to foster a deeper understanding of the hybridized notion of digital citizenship.
One study, Choi (2016), conducted a content analysis of digital citizenship. Choi (2016)
published her findings in the predominant journal for social studies education, Teaching and
Research in Social Education. Often, as Choi (2016) notes, social studies is the content home for
citizenship education, and discussions of what citizenship is and how to teach for citizenship
have been occurring in the field over the past 100 years. She used the methodology of content
analysis to identify the different definitions or conceptions of “digital citizenship” used in
literature and then wove those conceptions back to their theoretical origins. This sort of piece
would be useful for educational technology scholars to refer, but aside from the Educational
Technology and Society special issue in 2018, it is infrequently cited by educational technology
scholars. Choi (2016) is also the only scholar in this study to explicitly refer to critical digital
citizenship. She argued that the current usage of “digital citizenship” as a critical
conceptualization of citizenship refers both to hacking or hacktivism, and to movements like
the Arab Spring which were offline manifestations of socially networked online movements.
Another example of justice-oriented digital citizenship comes out of Citron and Norton’s
(2011) work on disrupting hate speech. Citron and Norton (2011) ground their definitions of
digital citizenship in Dewey, Tocqueville and Mill, suggesting that the term refers to broad
participation in community, which may lead to increased civic engagement. While
Tocqueville and Mill offer modernist approaches to democracy, including Dewey allows
Citron and Norton (2011) to recognize online spaces that allow for community building and
deliberation between groups as spaces that may cultivate digital citizenship. In particular,
they examine the role of intermediaries online to address hate speech and intervene to
disrupt messages that “spread, legitimize, and entrench hateful messages that imperil
participation in community life” (Citron and Norton, 2011, p. 1440). This language differs
from the language of responsible citizenship as it prioritizes the role of disruptors instead of
prioritizing “kindness.” Citron and Norton (2011) emphasize the role of digital citizens in
calling out hate speech that might deepen existing prejudices and prevent full political
participation of minoritized groups.
Discussion
The findings indicate that the majority of researchers frame discussion of digital citizenship
in a normalizing and modernist conception of citizen – that of a personally responsible
citizen. Further, the findings of this review suggest there is a need for educational
technologists to be familiar with the intellectual history of citizenship and the theoretical
disagreements about what citizenship is. Scholars who failed to understand that these
disagreements exist failed to engage in research which either moved research forward or
challenged accepted and normative notions of citizenship. On the other hand, scholars such
as Manca and Grion (2017), Couldry et al. (2014) and Gleason and von Gillern (2018), who
referenced nuanced conceptions of citizenship in their literature reviews and theoretical
frameworks, were able to frame findings in more complex and meaningful ways. Similarly,
scholars who were aware of and referenced debates about and among critical theorists were
able to craft research which intentionally challenged conservative notions of citizenship
(e.g. McGillivray et al., 2016; Pedersen et al., 2018). However, scholars who did not refer to
critical theory in their work tended to reify neoliberal and colonial notions of democracy,
even when they were attempting to address critical issues like global citizenship or equity.
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Reinscribing historical exclusions
Respect and responsibility in online spaces is not, in and of itself, a problematic goal.
Certainly, there exists a denigration of online communication from #gamergate, the Kill
a Jew Facebook page, and the Kick a Ginger Day Facebook group. In fact, these examples
demonstrate Citron and Norton’s (2011) argument that unfettered speech on the internet,
particularly hate speech, disempowers the most marginalized groups. At the same time,
when digital citizenship is conceptualized only through a personally responsible lens, it
risks “producing docile bodies while concealing relations of power” (Cary, 2001, p. 408).
The findings from this review reinforce Cary’s (2001) concern. For instance, in Jones and
Mitchell’s (2016) study measuring youth online respect, one of the subscale questions stated,
“If I disagree with people online, I watch my language so that it doesn’t come across as
mean” (p. 2070). Concerns about appearing too aggressive stymie and silence women
(Gilligan, 1977). It risks perpetuating Gilligan’s (1977) paradox for women when curriculum
mandates that digital citizenship means presenting oneself online as “nice” and “kind.”
In fact, Jones and Mitchell (2016) found that girls scored significantly higher than boys,
across all age groups, on the subscales for digital citizenship. Possibly, this is because they
prioritized attributes that girls have internalized from a misogynistic culture which
demands that they demonstrate morality in a certain way.
Further, insisting that access to technology, without a critical consideration of the
institutional power structures of school, will not suddenly create equity (Reich and Ito, 2017).
In fact, findings from this review indicate that even if students are provided with equal
access to technology, it only reinforces institutional injustices of school (Banks, 2008)
if students are not also provided with spaces and capability for students to participate in
online spaces. These spaces serve as pre-conditions to civic engagement (Dahlgren, 2003).
Unfortunately, school, and online spaces underwritten by school, do not provide the
authentic affinity space that learners need in order to develop citizenship (Couldry et al.,
2014; Manca and Grion, 2017).
Recommendations for research and practice
The discussion or research of digital citizenship is not being grounded in theoretical work
on citizenship, much less on theoretical work of critical or justice-oriented citizenship.
Findings from the review suggest that scholars should be more familiar with these theories
and be able to historicize understandings of citizenship. When studies grounded
conceptions of citizenship in theory, it led to more focused research and more nuanced
findings with clear pedagogical implications. Technology scholars were willing to
interrogate, parse and problematize what it means to learn, but failed to do the same with
what it meant to be a digital citizen. That is, educational technology research grounded itself
in theories of learning, but not in theories of citizenship. Choi (2016) identified the milestones
left by the work of scholars in citizenship education and citizenship writ large. I recommend
that future research consider these milestones so that it is intentional about contributing to
digital pedagogies of empowerment.
However, clarifying and broadening theoretical and practical knowledge of citizenship
will not be enough to make change. Traditional schooling is a monolithic, top-down,
power structure which inhibits and delimits opportunities to use technology to disrupt
(McGillivray et al., 2016; Panke and Stephens, 2018). Scholars and practitioners should
also be asking: What is the role of school in developing justice-oriented digital citizenship?
And how can educational technology be a disrupter? Further, scholars, practitioners and
international societies and consortia should ask: How does marginalization and privilege
manifest in educational technology and a fuller conception of digital citizenship? In other
words, how can scholars and schools “cultivate spaces for democratic education that address
current events, controversies, and social problems” (Krutka and Carpenter, 2016, p. 228)

in educational technology? Couldry et al. (2014) suggest that these spaces must be
cultivated with an eye toward building trust and identity. They found that digital spaces
which engaged with students’ natural affinities tended to lend themselves to building these
pre-conditions for engaged citizenship. Further, the most powerful examples of digital
citizenship in their studies occurred in spaces where digital participation was supplemented
by non-digital work.
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Conclusion
Educational technologists should consider the role of citizenship in public schools and
consider the role of critical theorists and educational technology. Technology integration
in schools should help students develop a sense of identity, place, community and
mattering in order to allow students to drive their own learning through affinity spaces,
connected learning and participation. International consortia and societies should stop
conflating character with citizenship. It is fine to teach children to be responsible on the
internet, but justice-oriented digital citizenship involves more skills and intention than
just responsibility.
Educational technology is situated at the intersection of technology, media studies and
education. The emphasis on pedagogy and learning equips technologists to shape research
and practice in public schools. Educational technologists hope for transformative
technology integration instead of surface technology substitution. This study suggests
that transformative technology integration means equity – and not through simplistic
notions of “access.” Equity is not every child with a device. It is not even every child with
access to a device and democratic spaces. It is the technology plus the freedom and
capabilities grounded in pedagogies which consider empowerment and citizenship.
Educational technology is the access to new media and new spaces. This, in turn,
provides access to communication and opportunities for meaning making, participation and
identity formation – the pre-conditions (Dahlgren, 2003) to empowerment, voice, and
participatory and critical citizenship. This can be the role of educational technology. This is
why technology is needed in schools, and this is why schools need educational
technologists. With a critical understanding of digital citizenship, technologists and
technology are well situated to help preserve democratic republics by ensuring its
inclusivity and the participation of all.
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Abstract
Purpose – The purpose of this paper is threefold: to describe the equity-oriented design of a publicly
accessible and openly networked computer-supported collaborative learning (CSCL) initiative that has
supported educator discussion about equity topics; to identify design principles for equity-oriented design in
open education; and to propose a model for the design of open learning initiatives that are mutually
committed to educational equity and educational openness.
Design/methodology/approach – This paper draws from design-based research methodology, specifically
design narrative and the worked example. The paper is one response to the need for more “designerly work”
in the learning sciences, generally, and more specifically in domains such as CSCL.
Findings – Four design principles are identified that informed the equity-oriented creation and iteration of
the Marginal Syllabus, an open CSCL initiative: leveraging the open web, fostering multi-stakeholder
partnerships, working with open content and engaging professional learning as an open practice. This paper
also advances the open palimpsests model for equity-oriented design in open education. The model integrates
design principles to assist CSCL and open education designers and researchers in creating or iterating
projects to be more equity-oriented learning opportunities.
Originality/value – This paper’s design narrative identifies Marginal Syllabus design principles and
advances the open palimpsests model for equity-oriented design in open education. The design narrative
demonstrates how critical perspectives on the relationship between equity and digital technology can
encourage collaboration among diverse project stakeholders, attune to the dynamics of power and agency and
respond to the worldly needs of partners and participants.
Keywords Open education, Design research, Annotation, CSCL, Equity-oriented design
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Being honest about designing has the potential to aid us - and others - in acquiring insights for and
about learning. By, in effect, holding back on what we suggest are authentic aspects of designing,
we wonder if we are limiting the new and improved ideas that could benefit the future of education.
Svihla and Reeve (2016, p. 2)

Introduction
This paper concerns equity-oriented design in open education. Among the questions about
educational equity and openness guiding this study, I ask: How do equity-oriented designs
privilege certain types of open technologies as mediating artifacts? How do these designs
account for sociocultural practices and contexts when creating and describing openly
accessible learning? And what of the political relevance of new social and technical
configurations in creating more participatory and agentic learning? As will be discussed,
I draw upon the concept of infrastructuring (Björgvinsson et al., 2012) to share a design
narrative about an open education project that has been shaped over time, by multiple
stakeholders, and is of relevance to everyday learning practices. In response to the guiding
interest of this special issue – how equity is taken up in discourse and practice across learning
settings that feature digital technologies – I detail a design for infrastructuring learning that is
simultaneously committed to greater educational equity and educational openness.
It is necessary, at the outset, to frame how I approach terms like equity, equity-oriented
and equitable, particularly as these terms relate to infrastructuring open education with
digital technology. First, and as regards equity, I agree with Attewell’s (2001) concern for
both access to and use of digital technology, and further appreciate how Warschauer and
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Matuchniak (2010) extend this framing of equity to also include outcomes. Second, I adopt
Teeters et al.’s (2016) approach to equity-oriented design and research in the learning
sciences: “Our methodologies aim to […] address the situated and distributed nature of
learning. We take up this challenge while foregrounding equity. We recognize that if we
seek to generate equitable outcomes, the processes by which we enact change must be
orchestrated such that equity is embedded in every stage” (p. 52). And third, my stance
toward equity and digital technology echoes Selwyn and Facer’s (2013) critique of
“technicist” conceptions of educational technology that view tools as a panacea promising
immediate and effective intervention. Alternatively, Selwyn and Facer suggest a political
perspective that draws upon critical traditions of educational inquiry to foreground concern
with power, control and agency. Specifically:
The use of digital technology in educational settings is often not a wholly inclusive, dialogic, or
equitable process in which all actors have equal power in participating, and where all actors can
determine what educational technology is or how it is used. The critical take on educational
technology is therefore often driven by a desire to redress the imbalances of power that reside
within most educational uses of technology (p. 14).

Collectively, access to, participation in and outcomes associated with equity-oriented design
aim to create more inclusive, dialogic and fair learning processes as supported by digital
technology. And more equitable learning design can thereby create – as the intended
outcome of such design processes – participatory pathways for stakeholders to shape what
counts as learning technology, and how such technology is used to redress imbalances of
power, expression and agency.
Theoretical perspective
This study’s theoretical perspective draws from Björgvinsson et al.’s (2012) approach to
design. Reporting upon an initiative attuned to the complexities of equity-oriented design is
a means, from this perspective, toward “envisioning emerging landscapes of design through
which social and material transformations take place, landscapes shaped by the opening up
of questions and possibilities” (p. 109). For Björgvinsson et al., such “opening up” occurs
through infrastructuring, or a relational approach to socio-material design that spans time,
engages both professional designers and participants as co-designers, is ongoing and
embraces the unexpected and emergent. While infrastructuring creates, as one outcome, a
particular type of designed artifact (a “Thing”), such processes of entanglement also modify
interactional space – yet not in a universal sense, but in a way that is always partial,
marginal and political. Accordingly, infrastructuring is an appropriate perspective through
which to perceive equity-oriented design in “political communities [that] are characterized
by heterogeneity and difference” (p. 116).
The utility of infrastructuring as a design perspective is apparent when surveying one
domain of the learning sciences expressly concerned with the role of technology in mediating
group collaboration, shared knowledge construction and the negotiation of meaning. Trends
in computer-supported collaborative learning (CSCL) are increasingly attentive to the ways in
which learning technologies can, under certain circumstances, be co-designed to mediate more
accessible and equitable learning (Smith et al., 2017). An equity-oriented reading of the CSCL
literature reveals persistent concerns about who does (and does not) have access to
high-quality learning designs (such as girls and young women; see Hsi and Hoadley, 1997;
Simpson et al., 2017), how educators participate in design activities (i.e. Kali et al., 2015) and
what counts as consequential design and learning for non-dominant youth (i.e. Pinkard et al.,
2017). As Stahl et al. (2006) suggest, “The goal for design in CSCL is to create artifacts,
activities, and environments that enhance the practices of group meaning making” (p. 488).
However, the extent to which enhanced group practices for shared meaning making do indeed

engender more equitable learning is ambiguous; that is, this definition of CSCL design does
not explicitly address equity, power and the political. Nonetheless, strands of CSCL research
indicate a continued need for equity-oriented approaches to the design of such collaborative
meaning making so as to broaden accessible learning opportunities, enhance participation
structures and work toward greater learner agency (Wise and Schwarz, 2017).
Infrastructuring is also a useful means of “opening up new ways of thinking and
behaving” (Björgvinsson et al., 2012, p. 102) in relation to the equity-oriented design of open
education. The proliferation of open educational resources (OER), as one facet of open
education, have foregrounded equity-adjacent concerns by emphasizing a range of
accessible licensing permissions, such as the ability for anyone to reuse, remix and
redistribute educational content (Green, 2017). More recently, research and commentary has
suggested that these resources can play an important role in cultivating more equitable
learning opportunities by reducing student textbook costs, lowering barriers to college
affordability and catalyzing more socially just forms of education (i.e. Biswas-Diener and
Jhangiani, 2017; DeRosa, 2017). Related developments in open educational practices (OEP)
have also helped to position deliberations about open education in relation to “power
relations and inequality” (Cronin, 2017, p. 16), as well as recognition that “openness in
education is not a movement for the emancipation of resources, but of people and practice”
(Havemann, 2016, p. 7). Yet despite these encouraging developments in the design of
both OER and OEP, Reich and Ito (2017) observe that open is not equivalent to equitable:
“As intuitive as the idea sounds, however, free and open technologies do not democratize
education. In fact, evidence is mounting that free online learning materials disproportionately
benefit the affluent and highly educated” (original emphasis; p. 7). A need persists to
better articulate and demonstrate the conditions under which open educational initiatives,
resources and practices meaningfully contribute to equity-oriented learning designs
and opportunities.
Methodology
Having presented a theoretical perspective on design, sketched a scholarly context and
noted a set of motivating research needs, I now accept Svihla and Reeve’s (2016) suggestion
for more “designerly work” in the learning sciences. For the past two years, I have helped
shepherd a design-based research (DBR) effort investigating educator participation in an
open CSCL environment. Here, I draw upon methodological traditions within DBR of design
narrative (Bell et al., 2004) and the “worked example” (Barab et al., 2009) to describe the
equity-oriented design of an open CSCL environment that has supported educator
collaborative discourse about equity topics. My narrative methods attend to design context
and detail how tools and activities changed over time. I also highlight principles, data and
processes relevant to both design theory and project stakeholders as co-designers.
While this initiative – the Marginal Syllabus – has successfully encouraged educator
discussion about equity topics, an important distinction is necessary; this paper concerns
the centrality of equity-oriented design methods (Teeters et al., 2016) when infrastructuring
the Marginal Syllabus, in contrast to reporting inquiry about how educators discuss equity
topics as an indicator of their interest-driven professional learning (i.e. Kalir and Perez,
2019). The purpose of this design narrative is to systematically recount and critically
consider how mutually supportive commitments to educational equity and openness
propelled this effort forward.
In narrating the infrastructuring of the Marginal Syllabus, I echo Svihla and Reeve’s
(2016) emphasis on design as a multidisciplinary practice responsive to “worldly needs.”
In this case, worldy needs are associated with educators, including those teaching in K-12
and postsecondary settings, and whose professional learning is too frequently dictated by
administrative concern rather than self-directed by authentic care for student well-being or
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social responsibility (Kalir, 2018). Moreover, while design may be a “first-class research
activity,” there is a methodological need to better document iterative and emergent design
processes and outcomes (Kolodner et al., 2016). In response, I first describe the Marginal
Syllabus’ design context, including four guiding design principles informed by the
relationship between educational equity and educational openness. I then present a model
that emerged as a result of these design principles and that has helped infrastructure the
Marginal Syllabus toward its third iteration. After discussing two key design decisions that
helped iterate the Marginal Syllabus, I conclude with a discussion about implications for
equity-oriented design research in both CSCL and open education.
Design context and principles
In the summer of 2016, I began collaborating with members of a fledgling design
team – including a K-12 educator and a representative from a technology organization – to
explore how developments in open education might support educators’ interest-driven
learning about equity. These conversations were grounded in real-world concerns
pertinent to the professional lives of educators. Despite dominant media narratives about
apathetic educators disinterested in professional growth, we knew of many educators who
wanted to read challenging texts, ask themselves and their peers tough questions and
engage in robust deliberation – particularly about issues that mattered. Furthermore, and
despite dominant professional narratives about educators’ diminished capacity to commit
limited resources (i.e. time, energy) to interest-driven learning, we had each collaborated
with networks of educators who valued opportunities for collaboration across digital
spaces. These initial conversations – which have now persisted in various forms and
amongst an expanded design team for over two years – prompted infrastructuring of the
Marginal Syllabus.
The Marginal Syllabus is a public CSCL initiative that convenes and sustains online
conversations with educators about equity in education via open web annotation (OWA).
The project’s name is an intentional reference to multiple interpretations of the term
marginal. First, the initiative collaborates with authors whose writing may be considered
contrary to dominant education norms. The Marginal Syllabus is like an online book club,
though the texts read and annotated are equity-oriented counternarratives to the
educational status quo. Second, the Marginal Syllabus hosts and curates publicly accessible
conversations among educators that occur in the margins of online texts via OWA. By
opening up and digitizing how marginalia is jotted inside a book, OWA provides a publicly
accessible and collaborative annotation layer whereby group social interaction includes
reading and writing the web through multimodal commentary (Kalir and Dean, 2018). Third,
the Marginal Syllabus mediates educator collaboration using a technology that was neither
developed nor initially intended for use in a learning context. In contrast to commercial
educational technology and social media, both of which are used for educator learning yet
reify corporate influence of education, the Marginal Syllabus embraced Hypothesis, an opensource web annotation technology developed by the eponymous non-profit organization.
How, though, did our design team infrastructure an open approach to educator learning?
Over time, we have identified four design principles that have centered equity commitments
when creating and facilitating this open CSCL initiative.
Leverage the open web
Educators can leverage the open web, including the use of open-source software, as a means
of advancing their professional learning. Much (commercial) educational technology
remains siloed – online yet closed, digital yet disconnected – from the shareable and
linked features of the web. The social and technical development of the open web has
advocated principles of accessibility, decentralization and transparency (Berners-Lee, 2010).

While there has been limited use of open-source technology within CSCL (exceptions include
Calvani et al., 2006), our design team was committed to using open web tools, like
Hypothesis, that exemplify both the technical standards of interoperability and the social
norms of distributed knowledge production (Kalir and Dean, 2018). We leveraged
Hypothesis, and the open web generally, as a first step toward orienting educators toward
more equitable engagement with digital tools, spaces and relations.
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Foster multi-stakeholder partnerships
Our design team formed through intentional partnering that has connected K-12 educators,
university researchers, Hypothesis and the National Writing Project. Our attention to the
opportunities and challenges of partnering has led to a secondary set of relationships with
authors, the publishers of academic literature and like-minded K-12 educators and
university-based teacher educators. Partnerships among diverse stakeholders are a
well-documented and distinguishing feature of DBR (i.e. Collins et al., 2004). As our work has
matured over time, the growth of our design team, project scope and participant community
has come to reflect a broader commitment to fostering educator professional learning
through networked and collaborative partnerships. An equity-oriented approach to
multi-stakeholder partnerships has required that we honor conflict, practice flexibility and
privilege adaptability and perspective-taking as we work with tools and one another.
Work with open content
Our engagement with project stakeholders has helped us craft different strategies for
working with various types of open content. First, we obtain consent from authors to
publicly annotate their writing using Hypothesis. This requires that we find (sometimes
creative) means of sharing their work as open access (OA) scholarship. Second, we guide
educators in recognizing that their public participation via OWA produces open content.
Our use of Hypothesis OWA attributes via Creative Commons licensing a public domain
dedication to all participants’ public annotation. In other words, the layer of annotation
conversation produced by educators is an OER; it can be reused, remixed and redistributed
by others. Third, university researchers have access to these open data as another type of
OER – learning analytics (i.e. Atenas and Havemann, 2015). Designing an equity-oriented
and open CSCL initiative has meant provisioning multiple project stakeholders with the
know-how and support to both contribute and work with open content.
Engage professional learning as an open practice
Educator professional learning can be approached as an open practice framed by
commitments to transparency, reflection and critical inquiry. While initial definitions of
OEP hewed closely to supporting educator use and (re)production of OER (i.e. Ehlers, 2011),
more recent articulation of what counts as OEP has grown to include open pedagogy,
critical use of digital media and educator co-design of publicly accessible and extensible
learning architectures (Cronin, 2017; DeRosa and Jhangiani, 2017). Our stance toward
professional learning as an open practice embraces Havemann’s (2016) “ethos” of
transparent academic activities “such as blogging, tweeting, presenting, and debating
scholarly and pedagogic activities, in ways that promote reflection, reusability, revision, and
collaboration” (p. 6). OWA can be a transparent academic activity that raises questions,
reveals biases, builds solidarity and sparks professionally relevant connections. Educators
who voluntarily participate in the Marginal Syllabus’ public annotation conversations have
chosen to practice new forms of interest-driven professional learning across openly
networked online spaces.
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An open palimpsest model
Our design team has infrastructured the Marginal Syllabus as an open CSCL initiative by
leveraging the open web, fostering multi-stakeholder partnerships, working with open
content and engaging professional learning as an open practice. This equity-oriented
outcome was possible only because we frequently enacted these design principles in
tandem. For example, guiding educator participation in OEP has helped us better
introduce and scaffold the use of open-source technology, and vice versa, as the
affordances of the open web clarify how we have articulate the breadth and possibility of
open practices. Inspired by the social practices of annotation which afford novel
perspective on both an original source text and emergent intertextuality (Brown and
Duguid, 1996), I now present a second and complementary outcome – the four previously
discussed design principles in unison as an open palimpsest model for equity-oriented
design in open education (Figure 1).
A palimpsest is a writing material, like a piece of paper or a tablet, that has been used
one or more times and displays a diversity of layers, or strata featuring varied
inscriptions, collectively apparent beneath the surface. Whether with palimpsests like the
Books of Kells or a wall tagged repeatedly with graffiti, these multi-authored texts reveal
upon careful examination the importance of any individual layer as well as the
distinctiveness of the integrated whole. Similarly, the open palimpsest model suggests
that individual design principles may be layered together in complementary fashion,
thereby “opening up new ways of thinking and behaving” (Björgvinsson et al., 2012,
p. 102) when designing more equitable and open learning. As an outcome of equity-oriented
infrastructuring, Figure 1 represents how a particular set of design principles may be
actualized to embrace commitments to both educational equity and educational openness
during processes of design.
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Infrastructuring and iterating the marginal syllabus
The open palimpsest model for equity-oriented design in open education emerged from the
principle-driven infrastructuring of the Marginal Syllabus. With the model as a reference,
my design narrative now presents two key developments in this open CSCL initiative.
Rather than presenting a linear review of the Marginal Syllabus from 2016–2017 through
2017–2018, I share notable design decisions that helped iterate the project and better orient
our design team’s integrated commitments to educational equity and openness.
From flash mobs to sustained conversations
When the Marginal Syllabus started, in August of 2016, educators were invited to join open
and collaborative annotation as an activity akin to a flash mob. This descriptor was chosen
because both OWA and flash mobs are social endeavors and, frankly, we thought that
promoting “annotation flash mobs” would be attractive to participants. While the idea of a
flash mob did effectively convey excitement and spontaneity, the comparison quickly
became insufficient as both a public-facing analogy and as an organizing strategy.
What motivated our decision to change the way we organized, facilitated and promoted the
Marginal Syllabus?
First, flash mobs are quick bursts of activity. While we initially scheduled and facilitated
the Marginal Syllabus for about an hour once a month (i.e. “Starting at 6p gather at this
online document for an annotation flash mob”), educator dialogue often lasted for days if not
weeks, suggesting social reading could be quite slow and thoughtful rather than quick and
superficial. Second, while flash mobs are sophisticated orchestrations of shared activity,
they are also often an effort of collective uniformity (i.e. many people doing precisely the
same thing at exactly the same time). While it was accurate to describe Marginal Syllabus
participants as collectively engaging in the social and collaborative practices of OWA,
individually authored content was divergent in topic and tone, uniquely expressive and
multimodal and evidence of what Prior (2001) described as the “multi-voiced” qualities of
multiple authors who “intermingle” in a text. Third, flash mobs are distinctive because they
mobilize playful improvisation among mundane routines of the everyday. Yet the traces of
such dissonant creativity are often fleeting; an observer might never know that a flash mob
had sprung to life in that location just over there about an hour ago. Alternatively, OWA
affords multiple means of searchable curation and descriptive tagging, creating an indelible
and shareable digital record that can be referenced as an archive of collaborative discourse
(even when such OWA is playful and improvisational). Starting in March of 2017, our
design team shifted away from flash mobs as both structure and analogy; instead, we began
to organize sustained and week-long conversations. Ever since, Marginal Syllabus
conversations have been scheduled for the first full week of a given month, with continued
conversation encouraged throughout the remainder of the month.
How did our shift from flash mobs to sustained conversations reflect the equity-oriented
design principles of the open palimpsest model? This decision was made primarily in response
to public and private feedback from K-12 and international educators who observed that an
hour-long flash mob was not accessible; the Marginal Syllabus, from their perspective, was
restricted by duration and time zone. Shifting to a sustained conversation format: provided
more time for first-time participants to adopt and familiarize themselves with Hypothesis
OWA; honored the needs and interests of diverse stakeholders; created a more accessible
structure so that participants could substantively work with open content over time; and
aligned more favorably with the robust dialogic activities that characterize OEP.
From a piecemeal to a curated syllabus
The Marginal Syllabus was launched and initially organized in piecemeal fashion. Unlike a
more conventional syllabus associated with an academic course, and which clearly
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delineates a scope of readings planned for a semester or year, the Marginal Syllabus cobbled
together month-to-month author partnerships and scrambled to secure, host and archive OA
versions of their texts. After six months, it became abundantly clear that this strategy was
unstainable over the long term and stressful for our fledgling design team. Moreover, this
approach to the orchestration and curation of public annotation conversation was creating a
syllabus characterized by topical inconsistency rather than coherence. If the 2016–2017
Marginal Syllabus was a course, what was the thematic objective? While each text and
OWA conversation addressed important issues of educational equity – such as critical
literacy instruction and culturally relevant pedagogy – breadth of interest across topics
diminished sustained and collective inquiry about shared questions and specific concerns.
About this time, the Marginal Syllabus design team began a series of conversations with
leadership from the National Writing Project’s Educator Innovator initiative. These
exploratory discussions addressed how we might collaboratively and more sustainably
support educators as they pursued openly networked and interest-driven professional
learning. Educator Innovator had a distinctive history organizing and facilitating educator
learning at the intersection of open education, new media literacy and digital technology
(i.e. Garcia, 2014). Moreover, Educator Innovator leaders were familiar with Hypothesis and
excited about the potential of collaborative OWA to support educator learning. After
piloting two collaboratively organized and sustained annotation conversations during April
and May of 2017, we expanded our design team through a formal partnership. As a result,
the 2017–2018 Marginal Syllabus was hosted by the National Writing Project and was
organized around the theme “Writing Our Civic Futures.” Starting in September of 2017,
educators were invited to join eight curated conversations featuring 12 partner authors.
The purpose of the syllabus, as a whole, was to assist educators in discussing civic
imagination and education, exploring their own connected learning and teaching and
collaboratively writing shared civic futures.
How did the creation of a curated and thematic – rather than piecemeal and opportune –
syllabus reflect the equity-oriented design principles of the open palimpsest model?
Designing the Marginal Syllabus’ second iteration as a thematically coherent syllabus:
demonstrated how open web values (i.e. accessibility, transparency) aligned with the content
of a new educator professional learning design; galvanized and drew upon the strengths of
an expanded partner network and design team; modeled how to curate topical, accessible
and annotatable open content; and illustrated how educators’ openly networked and
interest-driven professional learning could be situated via OWA across multiple
sociopolitical texts and contexts.
Discussion
This design narrative asserts that there is a need for equity-oriented design in both the
learning sciences (and, in particular, domains like CSCL) as well as in open education.
A critical perspective on the relationship between equity and digital technology can usefully
delineate how equity-oriented design methods encourage collaboration among stakeholders,
attune to the dynamics of power and agency and respond to the worldly needs of partners
and participants (like educators). In an attempt to help shape scholarly discourse and
design, I have drawn upon the design theory of infrastructuring to advance a model
pertinent to learning initiatives with dual commitments to educational equity and
educational openness. The open palimpsests model for equity-oriented design in open
education suggests that design principles may be layered together – in strategic and
complementary fashion – so that the relevance of any given principle informs design
decisions while, simultaneously, all the principles influence more equitable outcomes.
With limited focus on open technologies and environments in CSCL, the equity-oriented
design methods discussed in this paper suggest tangible opportunities for CSCL research.

As noted, more conventional design goals in CSCL (i.e. Stahl et al., 2006) might be
productively extended to position digital technology as supportive of collaborative meaning
making while also responding to – or at least acknowledging – attendant equity topics and
concerns. In this case, initiatives like the Marginal Syllabus demonstrate equity-oriented
commitments at multiple levels of CSCL design: as central to the content of educators’
professionally relevant meaning making; as evident in the open tools and processes that
shape activity structures and participation patterns; and as practiced amongst a design
team’s recognized challenges and opportunities during iterative decision making. Moreover,
the critical approach to educational technology advocated by Selwyn and Facer (2013)
serves as a reminder that the design of any (digital) learning tool, process or environment
cannot be cleanly demarcated from the realities of sociopolitical context. For CSCL
researchers and designers with resonant epistemological and methodological commitments,
perhaps the open palimpsests model provides guidance for creating or iterating projects as
more equity-oriented endeavors. Future CSCL research should apply, adapt and also
critique the open palimpsests model so that it, too, becomes a more responsive design
scaffold for context-specific learning opportunities.
The open palimpsests model for equity-oriented design is also an attempt to recognize, and
redress, Reich and Ito’s (2017) observation of the false equivalence between educational
openness and educational equity. Yes, the use of OER is important. Nonetheless, the open
palimpsests model emphasizes a principle like equitable partnering so that designers might
mitigate “creative redlining” ( Jhangiani, 2018) associated with who does (and does not) create
OER, who is (and is not) compensated for such labor and who accesses (and who remains
unaware of ) such resources. Similarly, OER integration among learning environments
(including the commercial LMS) is necessary. The open palimpsests model, however, suggests
commitments to the open web and OEP might help designers recognize that many learning
infrastructures remain willfully ignorant of – or apathetic to – expansive visions of
educational equity that far surpass the mere use of freely available educational content.
One motivation to articulate the Marginal Syllabus’ design principles, and to then propose a
model for equity-oriented design in open education, is precisely because advances in the
development, use and study of OER and OEP can approach equity as a task to be fulfilled
rather than as a value to be continuously and creatively enacted. In this respect, a comment by
Marginal Syllabus partner author Nicole Mirra (2017), written following her participation in
collaborative OWA, indicates that activity designed according to the open palimpsests model
can foster equity-oriented outcomes: “This practice can help chip away at the barriers that
divide universities and communities and turn scholarly monologues into democratic
dialogues” (par. 8). Like the Marginal Syllabus, the open palimpsests model is intended to
provoke more democratic dialogue about equity-oriented design in open education.
Equity-oriented design should be considered whenever scholars, designers and
educators pursue a project that takes seriously commitments to both educational equity
and educational openness. If a design team intends to create digital technology that
surpasses concern for access and use, then robust design methods are needed to
infrastructure new questions and possibilities as equity-oriented outcomes. This paper has
suggested one such approach that has guided the iterative development of the Marginal
Syllabus as an open CSCL initiative. Integrated design principles, such as those which
define the open palimpsests model, can help orient technology-supported learning initiatives
toward more open and equitable activity by affording multiple entry points for project
partners and divergent pathways for those who participate. In ideal circumstances,
outcomes of equity-oriented design in open education redress who has the power to inform
decision making and shared activity, what forms of learner agency contribute to and
produce new knowledge, and how digital technologies are transparently leveraged to
support transformative learning.
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1. Introduction
Computational algorithms shape daily living. For instance, social media, financial systems,
and online shopping rely on patterns and scripts that are hidden and yet ubiquitous.
The use of algorithms can lead to positive outcomes; sophisticated calculations strengthen
our ability to envision the future and plan proper strategies (e.g. economic forecasts and
related responses). In other situations, this can be lead to negative outcomes. The recent
scandal of Cambridge Analytica provides a glaring example of how our personal data can
be exploited and processed for objectives and outcomes beyond our comprehension.
The concept of algorithm arguably originated from mathematical sciences; it refers to a
sequence of steps aimed to solve a set of problems (Bucher, 2017; Totaro and Ninno, 2014).
The rise of new media has made its importance even more relevant in terms of scope
(computational power) and implications (extended data sets of personal information). Digital
environments and big data are governed by invisible rulesets that follow specific principles
and dynamics. The concept impacts multiple fields. For instance, in education, learning
management systems like BlackBoard Learn and Moodle manage a significant amount of
information that is collected and processed algorithmically (Perrotta and Williamson, 2018).
Educational technologists have also argued that mastering algorithms is a key to
supporting computational and critical thinking (Angeli et al., 2016; Rieder, 2017). Such an
argument exists for STEM fields as well as for researchers in other areas interested in
meta-cognition and analytical skill-building (Totaro and Ninno, 2014; Wilkerson-Jerde,
2013). Researchers in most fields do agree that more work needs to be undertaken to
improve the understanding of algorithms beyond their mere functionality in computer
science (Bucher, 2012; Hallinan and Striphas, 2016; Wing, 2006).

The purpose of this conceptual paper is to address two key educational issues related to
the use of algorithms by examining digital gaming. First, although algorithms are powerful
tools, they are not as neutral as they may appear. On the contrary, they imply patterns,
associations, and frames of reference that are created by humans and are, therefore,
subjective. This is important because algorithms can create barriers or promote
preconceptions under an apparent neutral/objective surface; in other words, biases may
be embedded in code and resulting applications (e.g. a game, a simulation, an online
environment). For instance, web search engine algorithms can highlight some viewpoints
rather others, while virtual agents may behave and communicate following stereotyped
guidelines and reiterating status quos; looking at the future, the programming of self-driven
cars can be characterized by biased priorities and value systems.
Second, games can be used as a way for educators and instructors to teach generally
about algorithms and potentially to help students examine the aforementioned biases. Using
examples from RimWorld, Dwarf Fortress (henceforth DF), and FreeCiv, a three-part
instructional strategy is presented that allows educators to more deeply explore ableism and
harness experiential learning and computational thinking for fostering proactive reflections
and discussions.
The paper begins with a brief history of algorithmic thinking and its ties to education.
Three games are then presented as example cases of algorithms, how users may or may not
have access to code, and how biases can appear. Next, a three-part instructional strategy is
presented using the same three games as examples for working with students. The paper
ends with recommendations and implications for research and practice.
2. Algorithmic design and bias
Although the concept of algorithm can be traced back to Middle Ages, the term became
relevant during the industrial revolution. The idea of a standard process applicable to
multiple situations and productive tasks matched with the rise of factory and automatized
work (Totaro and Ninno, 2014). Researchers associated algorithms with recursive functions
that can also be applied to non-numerical objects (Davis, 1958; Turing, 1937). In such cases,
they “take on a strongly practical connotation, going beyond the sphere of ‘knowledge’ to
invade the sphere of ‘action’ ” and performance (Totaro and Ninno, 2014, p. 30).
Computational dynamics have made algorithms even more central because digital
media are always algorytmizable (Bucher, 2012; Goffey, 2008; Totaro and Ninno, 2014).
From originating as mathematical concepts, they can now also be seen as principles and
rules characterizing routines in our everyday life. Despite the rise of more active media
audiences (Couldry, 2012) and the decline of bureaucracy (a significant source of
standardized routines and practices) (Totaro and Ninno, 2014), simulated environments
keep preserving this situation (Gillespie, 2014). They present established pictures that
actually are interpretations written and hide within the code (for an example,
see Lynch et al., 2016). Hallinan and Striphas (2016) further define this algorithmic
culture as “the use of computational processes to sort, classify, and hierarchize people,
places, objects, and ideas, and also the habits of thought, conduct, and expression that
arise in relationship to those processes” (p. 119).
Educational technologists have also shared an interest in algorithms and algorithmic
thinking. This is due, in part, to the suggested positive relationship between algorithms
and computational thinking (henceforth CT). Wing proposed the term of CT in 2006
as an approach that harnesses “abstraction and decomposition when attacking a large
complex task or designing a large complex system” (p. 33). Since then, several definitions
and interpretations of CT have been arisen from multiple disciplines with common
connections to creativity, analytical attitudes, and critical thinking (Angeli et al., 2016;
Sengupta et al., 2013). Grover and Pea (2013) grouped a number of guidelines and
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principles associated with CT curricula ranging from “systematic processing of
information” to “conditional logic” (pp. 39-40).
It can be argued that algorithms are the key components of CT (Rieder, 2017) because
they represent the main rules leading a process, an environment, or a task; moreover, their
use in education (with or without technology) allows finding the middle ground between
broad interpretations (the well-known importance of algorithms) and specific applications
(the specific line of code). Rieder (2017) suggested the concept of algorithmic techniques
were “the finite set of well-known approaches to information filtering and classification that
underpin most running systems” (p. 101). They are leading methods that can be applied to
different situations and problems; such units of knowledge should be able to cross different
domains and conditions (see pseudocode techniques; e.g. Zobel, 2013) and the emphasis on
goal and instructional analysis in several instructional design frameworks (e.g. Dick and
Carey, 2014; Morrison et al., 2010).
Even with the proposed symbiosis between algorithms and CT, there is a relative dearth
of studies and applications that provide a critical overview of such relationships within
education. The few studies available point to a spread ignorance about them, which can
have real consequences on multiple daily routines, from surfing the internet to pay bills (e.g.
Deuze, 2012; Eslami et al., 2015).
Moreover, coding algorithms is promoted for its functional scope (e.g. learning activities
tend to see them as instruments to apply and master). However, they are often ignored as
cultural objects that bring meaning, values, and even biases. The tendency is to consider
them (and, therefore, the outcomes of their use) as neutral.
Conversely, they can be framed as cultural techniques (Winthrop-Young, 2013), which
are basic operations that can have cultural impact and implications. Analyzing their glaring
as well as hidden processes and potential biases is critical to better comprehend what
messages algorithms carry. This is even more important when code deals with differences
and special needs. The risk is to have simulations, video games, and so on with peculiar
representations of bias-affected populations. Gillespie (2014) highlights how computational
algorithms include and exclude individuals, concepts, categories, etc., all around us.
Therefore, algorithms should be considered in exploring how technology is shaped and
used. This novel type of knowledge depends on machines and automatization, but it is built and
designed by humans. Understanding its mechanics becomes necessary in order to influence
their impact on society, culture, and shared representations (Ferdig, 2018). In other words,
shedding light on algorithmic design and implications is a crucial step toward a more accessible
and aware society (Bucher, 2012; Hallinan and Striphas, 2016; Kitchin and Dodge, 2011).
3. Examples from gaming
Three games are presented here as example cases of algorithms, describing instances along
a continuum of visible access participants have to algorithms. In one end, they are obvious
in gameplay but hidden to the user (e.g. DF). On the other end of the continuum, you have
games where players have access to change the algorithms (e.g. FreeCiv). These same
games are then presented in the next section as examples of pedagogic inquiry or strategy
given the visibility of the algorithm (or the lack thereof ).
3.1 Dwarf Fortress
DF is a freeware game released in 2006 for PC by Bay 12 Games; it has been well received by
critics and the general public (Martinez-Garza, 2015). It can be described as a management
or construction simulation with rogue-like elements. Players are asked to handle a DF in a
virtual environment ruled by complex mechanics and randomly generated elements.
The aesthetic is based on a Code page 437 layout (see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Code_page_437) – i.e. the game world is composed by text in different colors. This minimal

visualization appears as a code itself, pointing to show its own rules and secrets. The poor
graphics facilitate imagination and creativity in interpreting the ludic dynamics and events.
The game is based on two main modalities: the Fortress, where players build and lead a
dwarf stronghold dealing with inhabitants, resources, dangers, and so on; and the
Adventure, which relies on a single-centered experience with role-playing elements. DF aims
to mimic deep patterns and scripts within a story in which any component (e.g. enemies,
dwarfs, events) is randomly generated and autonomous. There are no formal goals; it is up
to the player to decide what they wish to accomplish (and how).
Rules are challenging to master and are extremely sophisticated, ranging from economy
to combat. Moreover, the personality of any single dwarf and their reaction to life events is
significantly rich and articulated. Along with the randomly generated worlds, these features
have fostered uncountable stories and battle reports (that can be deepened through its
website or in the Legends game mode, an option that allows players to inspect the lore of a
generated game environment by interacting with its characters and objects) from the game
community. Several of them contain ideas and opinions of how the underlying code works.
This is an important example because although algorithms are easy to see in the outcomes,
the actual coding is hidden.
3.2 RimWorld
RimWorld is a colony simulator released of PC in 2016 by Ludeon Studies. Inspired by DF, it
puts the player in charge of a group of survivors in a hostile planet. The goal of the game is
to escape by collecting enough resources (particularly electricity) and handling the random
menaces triggered by the game AI (e.g. storms and pirates). Players are asked to find the
right balance between equipment, colony features, and characters. To do see, they need to
the ability to master a complex system that keeps changing and evolving.
The gameplay relies on constructing and expanding a base, attracting new allies,
fighting enemies, and handling resources (e.g. food, energy). Events are randomly
generated by a virtual narrator (there are three types with specific features and difficulty).
Characters are driven by an articulated personality system that is based on personal
background, mental health, personal relations, sexual orientation, disabilities, etc.
Although it is not free, its source code is freely available (usually on the official website’s
forums – e.g. https://ludeon.com/forums/index.php?topic=3,394.0) and allows a deep
analysis of its algorithms.
3.3 FreeCiv (re-application)
FreeCiv can be described as a free and open source version of the famous Civilization saga,
which is a turned-based strategy game where players control a civilization since the dawn of
Humankind. Released in 1996, it has been constantly updated by an increasing community
of supporters. The aim of the game is to create a civilization through different historical eras
by managing resources, technologies, and armies. The player is asked to build cities,
transportation networks, and political and economic relations with other factions combining
critical thinking and ability to adapt.
The gameplay is turn-based, and the exploration of the map (which is hidden at the
beginning) is a key mechanic for discovering new allies and assets. Despite its retro
aesthetics, it presents an interesting gameplay, where political and economic ideologies are
embedded with related outcomes and limitations. The possibility to directly intervene in the
code (written in C, Lua, and JavaScript) has fostered several modifications and updates,
mainly fixing technical issues. Regardless, changes can also affect the main functioning of
FreeCiv, changing its routines and testing alternatives; therefore, providing room for
re-application efforts.
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4. Algorithms and instructional strategies
Angeli et al. (2016) categorized computational thinking concepts as: data, processing,
information, sequencing, loops, parallel processing, events, conditions, operators, variables,
and dataflow of control. They argue that these elements should be combined in five different
processes: abstraction, generalization, deconstruction, algorithmic thinking, and debugging
(p. 49). Such a combination would help afford the examination of algorithms as culturally
imbued rather than simply neutral.
Therefore, a pedagogical approach would be to use our examples of games across
multiple layers through abstraction (finding what it is relevant, and then attempting
generalizations), deconstruction (understanding the core step for mastering the leading
algorithms), and re-application (debugging, testing and changing the steps) is at the core of
this approach (e.g. Wilkerson-Jerde, 2013; Sengupta et al., 2013). Such an approach is
presented below using abstraction (finding the main algorithms), deconstruction
(understanding them), and re-application (changing them for new applications and tests).
4.1 Abstraction
Given a virtual environment, students should be asked to envision the underlying code. They
should begin to explore what rules are leading to its mechanics and outcomes. They should be
able to ask how and why the developers created it that way. Such questioning can help
students find general principles and standards. For instance, in abstracting dynamics from a
game students may be asked to discuss its “tight design” – i.e., a version of the game with just
essential mechanics and features – and from there list main rules and algorithms (Bateman
and Boon, 2006, pp. 110-114). This step can be applied with potentially any program and even
when the source code is not available. Moreover, it facilitates students to see the code a living
entity that can be interpreted in different ways (especially if group activities are planned).
DF, particularly given its opacity in presenting its algorithms, serves as a great example of
this abstraction. For instance, the main developer (Harris, 2008) claimed that in-game
civilizations make clear decisions in terms of population and geographical position; otherwise,
characters’ behaviors depend on a matrix of 50 different character traits in associations with
cultural and subjective values. Students could use pseudocode (or other techniques; see Zobel,
2013) to describe different alternatives. From there, it is possible to discuss the reasons of
students’ interpretations, and how the game can be hypothetically expanded.
The game itself provides interesting affordances and themes, from economy (e.g. trade,
division of labor) to social structure (caste and class system, tasks, and skills). In addition,
it is possible to create algorithms that are (probably) not there yet. For instance, targeting
subject areas of interest (e.g. globalization, intercultural communication) or the
implementation of different populations of dwarfs, from disabilities to several races –
variables that are actually embedded in DF code but whose algorithms are dense rather
than intuitive.
A flipped classroom technique can be easily associated with this case study, asking the
students to play the game and then planning different activities for deepening and reformulating its structure, from creative writing to group discussions about targeted themes.
The poor interface of DF facilitates this approach because it does not overwhelm players
and can be read, analyzed, and expanded in multiple ways (for some articulated
interpretations, see Fordyce, 2018; Martinez-Garza, 2015), with potential implications for
informal computer science learning (Haaranen and Kinnunen, 2015).
4.2 Deconstruction
A second strategy involves games where the code is analyzed in its own structure to find
patterns and algorithms. This step is essential in software critique because coding is a
human activity shaped by cultures and preconceptions (Sample, 2013). It may require the

use of pseudocode if the coding language is too challenging for the learning audience;
moreover, it has to be accessible to be properly explored. Previous hypotheses can be tested
and alternatives may be proposed.
For instance, Claudia Lo (a Journalist from the specialized website RockPaperShogun)
observed (Lo, 2016) that there were peculiar implications related to characters’ gender
within RimWorld algorithms (Lo, 2016). An example of code (highlighted by Lo, 2016)
shows important differences between how male and female players with different sexual
orientations are treated:
1)
// Change chance of initiation based on gender of initiator
if(me.gender ¼ ¼ male) {
// no change
initiation-chance ¼ initiation-chance * 100%;
}
if(me.gender ¼ ¼ female) {
// initiation chance is 12.5% of what it would be
initiation-chance ¼ initiation-chance * 12.5%
}
2)
// In the rest of the function, multiply attractiveness with the factors for:
// Talking, moving, and manipulation efficiency (penalty for pawns with disabilities)
// Bonus or penalty for attractiveness traits (ugly ¼ 30% as likely, beautiful ¼ 230% as
likely)
// Additional age factor for people between 15 and 18 else if(me.gender ¼ ¼ female) {
// Enforce sexual orientation for gay women
if(me.orientation ¼ ¼ gay and them.gender ¼ ¼ male) {
// zero attractiveness, no matter what
return 0.0;
}
// And for non-gay women
if(me.orientation ¼ ¼ straight and them.gender ¼ ¼ female) {
// Only 15% as strong as it would otherwise be
attractiveness ¼ attractiveness * 15%;
}
3)
// Calculate the perceived attractiveness (between 0.0 and 1.0) of them, to me
float calculate_attractiveness(Pawn me, Pawn them) {
float attractiveness ¼ 0.0;
if(me.gender ¼ ¼ male) {
// Enforce sexual orientation for male pawns
if(me.orientation ¼ ¼ gay and them.gender ¼ ¼ female) {
// zero attractiveness, no matter what
return 0.0;
}
if(me.orientation ¼ ¼ straight and them.gender ¼ ¼ male) {
// zero attractiveness, no matter what
return 0.0;
} (Lo, 2016)
The first algorithm means that women rarely start a romantic relationship (12.5 percent of
probability) in comparison with men (see the 100 percent probability), who are described as
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tireless lovers. The second says that no gay females will be attracted to a man (see “zero
attractiveness, no matter what”), where there is always a possibility (see the 15 percent for
straight women) that a woman is attracted by another woman. The third differentiates the
male population as just gay or straight (see the “return 0.0”, therefore zero attractiveness, for
both categories in dealing with the men (straight) and women (gay), respectively). Further
algorithms picture in-game characters with disabilities less attractive, males more attracted
by younger females, and physical beauty as a leading variable.
Despite the game still being under development, several debates investigated this accusation
(e.g. D’Anastasio, 2016; Ford, 2016). These lines of code (through deconstruction) provide an
interesting example of how algorithms can bear meaning, values, and specific articulations.
Although some modifications have followed (Lo, 2017), the majority of associations persists.
Even if it is not possible to change the program itself (it is possible to create limited mods,
but it requires substantial coding efforts), such a connotation can have a tremendous
educational potential. The game should be played, asking students to reflect on gender
patterns within its dynamics. A discussion could take place where the code is deconstructed
for highlighting the concrete logic behind it. Students and teachers could ask which
attributes are tied to group characters and why? What traits make a difference in shaping
actions and behaviors? Are there any biases in such a framing? Finally, group activities may
point to revise it hypothetically providing rationale and leading motivations. Even if the
coding language is too difficult, more accessible tools (from Scratch to Unity) can work as
intermediators for eliciting alternatives.
4.3 Re-application
In some cases, students can change and challenge the algorithms detected to get different
outcomes and driving dynamics. This process can be guided by the instructor or completely
self-directed (depending on the difficulty of the code). The goal is to explore the procedures
embedded in the software, determine its relative validity, and then plan better solutions.
Such a goal represents an opportunity to teach how coding can be adopted for reproducing
reality (Perrotta and Williamson, 2018). This step relies on the so-called learning by design
approach, which suggests to ask learners to modify or generate artifacts about their
educational path in order to better understand it (Barab and Squire, 2004; Gauntlett, 2007);
similar suggestions are advanced by Dunne (2005) and Sengers et al. (2005).
A specific example comes from FreeCiv, where players or students can access the ruleset
of the game on GitHub (https://github.com/freeciv/). The website includes the main
algorithms related to units, governments, technologies, inventions, and so on (for a tutorial,
see http://freeciv.wikia.com/wiki/Editing_rulesets). Therefore, it is possible to reflect on the
impact on different types of governments (when a specific political form is adopted, there
are consequences in terms of new technologies available, different multiplications for
resources) – and change it. The technological paths can also be modified and events may be
planned according to specific conditions and values. For instance, the specific government’s
ruleset file is characterized by different attributes that may be modified, among which:
name ¼ _(“//name of the government”)
reqs ¼ {“//names of the requirements”}
ai_better ¼ ”//name of antagonist government”
rule_male_title ¼ _(“King %s”)
rule_female_title ¼ _(“Queen %s”)
(from http://freeciv.wikia.com/wiki/Editing_Governments)
Reqs refers to what is necessary for getting that specific government; ai_better sets
the opposing political forms, which if present makes the current one unavailable;

rule_mate_title and rule_female_title describe how to label male and female leaders.
Similarly, technologies are mainly framed as follows:
name ¼ _(“//name of the technology”)
req1 ¼ “//name of a required technology”
req2 ¼ “//name of a required technology”
(from http://freeciv.wikia.com/wiki/Editing_Techs)
Req1 and req2 point to what is necessary to enable a specific technology. Finally, events are
coded in a similar way:
name ¼ “//name of the event”
value ¼ //numeric value of the event
reqs ¼ {“// requirements for triggering the event” }
(from http://freeciv.wikia.com/wiki/Editing_Effects
An immediate way to play with the game algorithms is to affect requirements and triggering
variables. In doing so, it is possible to re-shape the simulated history of humanity (or just
specific periods) and international relations. In addition, consequences (e.g. events) can be
included for interpreting and assessing specific processes (for instance, if a democracy is allied
to a non-democratic regime, citizens will be unhappy and there are more chances to have
anarchy). Hence, FreeCiv can be played before a thematic lesson of even after for testing related
outcomes and trying divergent scenarios (for instance, communism can be compared to
democracy or republic in dealing with a military menace because of its implications for warfare).
Such experiential learning (Kolb, 1984) can be supervised or led by the students themselves with
single or group tests and simulations. This critical game design (Flanagan, 2009) can support an
analytical “taking a stand” toward a creative process. Re-application represents a significant
learning opportunity that may bring to different case scenarios, divergent theories, and new
models (e.g. liberalism vs communism). Although FreeCiv relies on large-scale dynamics, biases,
and diversity can be included. For instance, a positive event (e.g. more resources) can be added
when a government or a technology supporting special needs is embraced.
5. Conclusions
This paper used three different games to show differences in algorithm visibility, to
demonstrate hidden biases in some game algorithms, and to show three different
instructional methods of examining computational thinking through abstraction,
deconstruction, and re-application of those algorithms in games. Using three examples
demonstrated a progression from a closed-system (DF) to a full accessible one (FreeCiv),
passing through a somewhat transparent middle (RimWorld).
Algorithms may entail risks, but they also provide an opportunity to enlighten how
apparently objective systems are actually constructed and modified, how they facilitate
minor perspectives, and how they can narrow homologating positions (Ng, 2003). The target
is what Montfort (2004) defines “screen essentialism” – an emphasis on what happens on the
screen without considering what lies behind, which may entail meaning-bearer instances.
The aforementioned case studies can be adopted from a broad range of instructors, from
experts to novices in dealing with code. Algorithmic abstraction and deconstruction can be
staged with low/average programming skills, while re-application may require a more
advanced competence. Although several subject areas might be interested, an initial focus
on how algorithms themselves depict specific patterns rather than others should be
preferred, especially starting with diversity driven examples.
A longer-term goal of this proposal is just that – undercovering coding articulations
(e.g. not necessarily connections between elements; see Deleuze and Guattari, 1987) that
may present or enforce biases and stereotypes. The goal is to then overturn algorithmic
instances of ableism – a social discrimination toward people lacking of specific abilities and,
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then, characterized by disabilities – mediated by algorithms. As argued by Wolbring (2008), it
relies on “a set of beliefs, processes and practices that produce […] a particular understanding
of oneself, one’s body and one’s relationship with others of humanity, other species and the
environment” (pp. 252-253). Coding, unfortunately, can be a bearer of ableism, especially in its
agential and interactive instances.
There are at least four main next steps. First, the examples provided here were selected
to demonstrate various ends of a continuum. More games should be explored in terms of
quantity (breadth), content (e.g. type of game), and with greater detail in specific pedagogic
situations (depth). Second, this paper was conceptual at its core. More research needs to
further examine the use of these strategies and related outcomes on both understanding
algorithms and improving computational thinking. There is limited research. For instance,
the flexibility of FreeCiv has been harnessed for testing artificial intelligence dynamics (e.g.
Branavan et al., 2012) and support spatial reasoning and learning (Forbus et al., 2011;
McLure and Forbus, 2012) via machine learning. More work needs to be conducted and this
article should be seen as a call for that type of work.
Third, algorithms are presented here mainly as an “if-then” process, which is just one of
the CT concepts/types of algorithms (see Angeli et al., 2016; Grover and Pea, 2013). Such a
representation is an ideal starting point to reflect on differences and biases because it
implies a criterion, a triggering feature, and a potential factor of inclusion/exclusion. Having
said that, there are obviously other types of algorithms that need to be explored. Fourth, the
analysis of the code and the accessibility of the games presented match the main argument
of the article without going into details. Future research could continue to explore coding
and then decipher the knowledge level required to engage in abstraction, deconstruction,
and re-application. The hope of this contribution is to have set the initial stage for deepening
algorithms as cultural (and potentially biased) dynamics in and for education.
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